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Abstract
Workloads on general-purpose computing systems have changed dramatically over the past
few years, with greater emphasis on emerging compute-intensive applications such as media processing and databases. However, until recently, most high performance computing
studies have primarily focused on scientific and engineering workloads, potentially leading to designs not suitable for these emerging workloads. This dissertation addresses this
limitation. Our key contributions include (i) the first detailed quantitative simulation-based
studies of the performance of media processing and database workloads on systems using
state-of-the-art processors, and (ii) cost-effective architectural solutions targeted at achieving the higher performance requirements of future systems running these workloads.
The first part of the dissertation focuses on media processing workloads. We study the
effectiveness of state-of-the-art features (techniques to extract instruction-level parallelism,
media instruction-set extensions, software prefetching, and large caches). Our results identify two key trends: (i) media workloads on current general-purpose systems are primarily
compute-bound and (ii) current trends towards devoting a large fraction of on-chip transistors (up to 80%) for caches can often be ineffective for media workloads. In response
to these trends, we propose and evaluate a new cache organization, called reconfigurable
caches. Reconfigurable caches allow the on-chip cache transistors to be dynamically divided into partitions that can be used for other activities (e.g., instruction memoization,
application-controlled memory, and prefetching buffers), including optimizations that ad-

dress the compute bottleneck. Our design of the reconfigurable cache requires relatively
few modifications to existing cache structures and has small impact on cache access times.
The second part of the dissertation evaluates the performance of database workloads
like online transaction processing and decision support system on shared-memory multiprocessor servers with state-of-the-art processors. Our main results show that the key
performance-limiting characteristics of online transaction processing workloads are (i)
large instruction footprints (leading to instruction cache misses) and (ii) frequent data communication (leading to cache-to-cache misses). We show that both these inefficiencies can
be addressed with simple cost-effective optimizations. Additionally, our analysis of optimized memory consistency models with state-of-the-art processors suggest that the choice
of the hardware consistency model of the system may not be a dominant factor for database
workloads.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

1.1.1

Key Trends

The digitization of traditionally analog representations of information and the need to process large amounts of digital information has led to an increasing use of computing systems
in day-to-day activities. Microprocessor-based systems are now being used in a wider range
of rapidly-growing markets than ever before – including high-end servers, mainstream PCs,
low-cost PCs, mobile PCs, communication systems, and embedded information appliances.
Two key developments in the past few years are likely to further accelerate these trends.
First, the availability of greater computing power at lower costs and the emerging convergence of computing, communication, and consumer products have held out the promise
of universal computing. Second, recent advances in communication technologies and the
growth of the internet have made the prospect of universal connectivity realizable in the
near-future.
In response to these advances in computing and communication, computing workloads
have changed dramatically over the past several years. Several new aggressive applications have recently emerged affecting areas as diverse as entertainment, lifestyles, humancomputer interfaces, business, and personal productivity. Some of these emerging workloads that are likely to dominate future computing cycles are listed below.
Entertainment and lifestyles. These include applications such as collaborative teleconferencing, tele-medicine, distance learning, interactive games, high-resolution
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digital television (HDTV), and advanced content-generation methods (e.g., photorealistic rendering, real-time video authoring, and 3-dimensional visualization).
Advanced human-computer interfaces. These include applications such as spontaneous speech recognition, speech synthesis, image recognition, handwriting and document recognition, and immersive and interactive virtual environments (e.g., immersadesks and virtual kiosks).
Business and personal productivity. These include applications such as e-commerce,
data mining, digital libraries, desktop publishing, security and encryption, and advanced communication technologies such as 3-G wireless.
Overall, these emerging trends indicate a growing shift from conventional application
scenarios based on scientific and engineering workloads to emerging application scenarios
based on media processing and database workloads. Consistent with this shift in computing workloads, it is important to ensure that the underlying computer architectures are also
suitably defined to perform well for emerging workloads. In the rest of this thesis, we will
focus on the implications of emerging media processing and database workloads on future
computer architectures.
1.1.2

Emerging Media Processing and Database Workloads

Media processing applications deal with the computing associated with the creation, encoding/decoding, processing, display, and communication of digital multimedia information such as images, audio, video, and graphics. Such applications have been conjectured
to dominate up to 90% of the total future computing cycles [104]. While current media
processing systems use general-purpose processors accelerated with DSP or applicationspecific processors, the cost, performance, and flexibility advantages offered by generalpurpose processors argue for their increasing use with these workloads [31, 38, 69]. A
recent step in this direction has been the recently-announced media instruction-set architec-
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ture (ISA) extensions for most commodity general-purpose processors (e.g., 3DNow! [87],
AltiVec [95], MAX [68], MDMX and MIPSV [58], MMX [93], MVI [19], VIS [123]).
At the high-end server market, database and information processing applications such
as online transaction processing (OLTP) [121] and decision support systems (DSS) [122]
have emerged as the largest and fastest growing market segment for shared-memory
servers [115]. While database workloads were once exclusively the domain of main frame
systems, the cost advantages of using commodity components with shared-memory servers
have led to a greater use of these general-purpose systems for database workloads.
Several of these media processing and database workloads require significantly higher
computing performance than what is available in current systems. However, until recently,
most high-performance computing studies have primarily focused on scientific and engineering workloads, leading to design decisions optimized for these workloads. For example, commodity processors are primarily optimized to perform well on the SPEC benchmark suite [113], and system designs are focused on scientific and engineering benchmarks
such as STREAMS [76] and SPLASH-2 [128]. It is not clear if these design decisions are
suitable even with emerging media processing and database workloads. Given the growing
importance of these emerging workloads, it becomes particularly important to re-evaluate
key system design decisions in the context of these applications.
Unfortunately, in spite of this growing awareness of the need to refine architectures in
the context of the growing importance of media processing and database workloads, there
has been very little quantitative understanding of the behavior of these workloads prior
to our work. The next section discusses the reasons for this mismatch between emerging
workloads likely to be used in future systems and the workloads used in characterization
studies.
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1.2

Key Challenges

Key challenges that have limited the detailed study of these emerging media processing and
database workloads have included (i) the lack of availability and/or restrictions in studying
large and proprietary representative benchmarks, and (ii) the complexity and cost in setting
up, studying, and simulating these systems.
Lack of Benchmarks. With media processing, a major challenge is the large number
of application classes in this domain (e.g., image, video, audio, speech, communication,
graphics, etc.) and the absence of any standardized representative benchmark suites and
input data sets.1 Additionally, the performance of media processing applications is often
measured by qualitative perception metrics which makes it hard to consistently compare
vendor-published results for different commercial architectures. Similarly, for database
workloads, the proprietary nature of the software makes them hard to study. For example, software licenses for commercial databases typically prevent the publication of performance information and do not provide access to the source code. Additionally, both
with media processing and database workloads, the competitive nature of the market leads
to software changes at a very rapid pace, often obsoleting benchmarks even before they
become accepted.
Cost and Complexity of Studies. One of the other major problems in studying emerging
workloads is the complexity and cost involved in setting up and studying these systems.
For example, setting up a audit-quality hardware system for database workloads can typically take hundreds of thousands of dollars. Scaling these workloads to more easy-to-study
configurations requires making simplifications based on a deep understanding of the workloads and their interactions with the system. Additionally, commercial media processing
and database workloads can be inherently complex with complex operating system and
I/O interactions (with database workloads), hand-tuned assembly routines and the need to
1 In

his keynote speech at the Texas Instruments DSPS Fest, 1998, Dr. Will Strauss, President of Forward
Concepts, compared the definition of multimedia processing to that for “true love” – everyone knows what it
is, but nobody can define it exactly!
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run multiple tightly synchronized applications at the same time (often the case with media
processing workloads). Simulating such systems can often be very hard.
Given all these challenges in studying emerging applications, most uniprocessor studies
in the architecture community tend to focus on the SPEC technical benchmark suite [113],
while most multiprocessor studies focus mainly on scientific and engineering benchmarks
such as STREAMS [76] and SPLASH-2 [128]. These trends have led to
A lack of detailed quantitative understanding of the behavior of emerging workloads
on state-of-the-art systems.
A lack of clear consensus on the key performance challenges and best architectural
solutions for future systems.
Lack of understanding of current systems. The lack of detailed quantitative understanding of database and media processing workloads has resulted in a number of fundamental
unanswered questions for these workloads. What are the important performance bottlenecks for these applications? Are system features designed to perform well for scientific and engineering workloads equally relevant in the context of these emerging applications? For example, optimizing systems for the SPEC/SPLASH workloads has resulted in
the emergence of aggressive out-of-order processors with features such as 32- and 64-bit
data types, complex interlocking and speculation hardware to exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP). Given the qualitative differences between database and media processing
workloads and the SPEC/SPLASH workloads [31, 67, 75], how effective are these complex ILP-centric architectures for the emerging workloads? Are other current architectural
techniques such as ISA extensions, large system caches, and software prefetching effective
for these workloads?
Designing high-performance future systems. Similarly, there are a number of open research questions on designing new architectures for these workloads. Specifically, what are
the key future performance bottlenecks for emerging workloads? How do we design architectures that can achieve the high future computing requirements of emerging workloads?
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How can we benefit from emerging technologies that allow more transistors and greater
on-chip system integration (e.g., reconfigurable logic on-chip)?

1.3

Contributions

This dissertation presents the first work to use detailed simulation to characterize and improve the performance of several emerging media processing and database workloads on
state-of-the-art general-purpose systems.
We study a representative set of several realistic commercial media processing and
database workloads. Our benchmarks were identified through collaboration and consultation with application developers in these areas and form key components of several of the
application scenarios discussed earlier. The benchmarks we study include media processing workloads such as image processing, video processing, speech coding, audio coding,
speech recognition and synthesis, as well as database workloads such as online transaction
processing and decision-support systems.
We study these benchmarks on a wide variety of general-purpose architectural configurations using detailed simulation. For our experiments, we mainly use the detailed RSIM
simulator [90] that was developed at Rice as part of this research. In addition, wherever
needed, we complement our simulation experiments with the use of performance monitoring (with performance counters) and application profiling on currently-available real
systems for tuning and scaling our workloads and for verifying the results of our simulations.
Our key high-level contributions include:
(i) The first detailed quantitative simulation-based studies of the performance of media
processing and database workloads on systems using state-of-the-art processors.
(ii) Cost-effective architectural solutions targeted at achieving the higher performance
requirements of future systems running media processing and database workloads.
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Below, we present a brief summary of our specific results.
1.3.1

Media Processing Workloads

The first part of the dissertation focuses on media processing workloads. We use detailed
simulation to study several representative image, video, speech, and audio coding applications, and speech recognition and synthesis applications.
We first focus on an important easy-to-understand sub-class of media processing,
namely, image and video processing, and provide a detailed quantitative characterization
of the effectiveness of state-of-the-art system features. Specifically, we study techniques
to extract instruction-level parallelism (ILP), media instruction-set extensions, software
prefetching, and large caches. Our results indicate that, contrary to previous qualitative
perceptions of these workloads [31], complex ILP-centric architectures can be effective in
improving performance even with media workloads (by factors of 2.3 to 4.2). Our results
also quantify the performance benefits from instruction set extensions for media processing and identify key limitations that can potentially be addressed to achieve greater performance. The strong compute-centric performance benefits from ILP features and VIS
extensions shift the bottleneck to the memory sub-system for several of these benchmarks.
Software prefetching, however, is effective in addressing this memory stall time, improving performance by factors of 1.4 to 2.5 in the benchmarks where memory is a significant
problem.
Focusing on future designs, we build on two key trends from our analysis: (i) media
workloads on current general-purpose systems are primarily compute-bound and (ii) current trends towards devoting a large fraction of on-chip transistors (up to 80%) for caches
can often be ineffective for media workloads because of their streaming data access patterns and large working sets. In response to these results, we propose and evaluate a new
cache organization, called reconfigurable caches, that allows the on-chip cache transistors
to be dynamically divided into partitions that can be used for other processor activities
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(e.g., instruction memoization, application-controlled memory, and prefetching buffers).
Our design of the reconfigurable cache requires very few modifications to existing caches
and analysis using a modification of the CACTI analytical model [102, 127] shows only
small impact on cache access times. Finally, as one representative use of reconfigurable
caches, we study instruction reuse for media processing workloads on a state-of-the-art
general-purpose configuration. Our results show that this use can achieve good performance improvements by reusing otherwise under-utilized memory resources to address the
computation bottleneck.
1.3.2

Database Workloads

The next part of the dissertation examines the performance of database workloads on
shared-memory servers with state-of-the-art processors. We use detailed simulation to
study both online-transaction processing (OLTP) and decision-support systems (DSS) running on the commercial Oracle database engine (version 7.3.2).
Our results show that current ILP-centric architectures are also very effective for
database workloads. The combination of out-of-order execution and multiple instruction
issue is effective in improving the performance of all our database workloads, providing
factors of 1.5 to 2.6 performance improvements over an in-order single issue processor for
OLTP and DSS. Additionally, our analysis of optimized memory consistency models enabled by speculative ILP techniques suggest that the choice of the hardware consistency
model of the system may not be a dominant factor for database workloads.
The more challenging online transaction processing workloads exhibit radically different behavior compared to scientific/engineering applications. The key performancelimiting characteristics of these workloads are (i) large instruction footprints (leading to
instruction cache misses) and (ii) frequent data communication (leading to cache-to-cache
misses in the shared-memory system). We show that both these inefficiencies could be addressed with simple cost-effective optimizations. Stream buffers help alleviate instruction
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misses (approaching a perfect instruction cache within 15%). A combination of prefetching and producer-initiated communication directives address the communication misses.
To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any database server at the time of our
work that included any of these optimizations other than software prefetching.

1.4

Thesis Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 focuses on media processing
benchmarks and characterizes the effectiveness of current processor and memory system
features for these workloads. Chapter 3 builds on the insights from our analysis to propose
and evaluate reconfigurable cache architectures to improve the performance of media processing workloads. Chapter 4 focuses on database workloads running on shared-memory
servers. We present results characterizing the performance of database workloads and discuss cost-effective architectural techniques to address the main performance limitations.
Chapter 5 summarizes this dissertation and Chapter 6 discusses future directions of research.
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Chapter 2
Performance Evaluation of Media Processing
This chapter performs a detailed quantitative evaluation of the performance of media processing applications to understand their behavior on state-of-the-art general-purpose systems. We focus on an easy-to-understand, yet important class of media processing workloads, namely image and video processing, and attempt to cover the spectrum of the key
tasks in this class. We use detailed simulation to study a variety of general-purpose architectural configurations to analyze the effectiveness of (i) state-of-the-art processor features
including techniques to extract instruction-level parallelism (ILP) and instruction-set extensions for media processing, and (ii) current memory system features including software
prefetching and support for large caches.
Section 2.1 describes the workloads that we study. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe the
simulated architectures and the simulation methodology. Sections 2.4 to 2.6 discuss the
performance benefits of current aggressive ILP techniques and media ISA extensions for
image and video processing workloads. Sections 2.7 and 2.8 consider the impact of larger
cache sizes and software prefetching on the performance of image and video applications. Section 2.9 discusses related work relevant to the research presented in this section.
Section 2.10 summarizes the chapter.

2.1

Applications Studied

The benchmarks we study cover the spectrum of key tasks in image and video processing workloads and were identified through consultation and collaboration with application developers in these areas. These benchmarks form significant components of many
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current and future real-world workloads such as collaborative teleconferencing, scenevisualization, distance learning, streaming video across the internet, digital broadcasting,
real-time flight imaging and radar sensing, content-based storage and retrieval, online video
cataloging, and medical tomography [49]. Emerging standards such as JPEG2000 and
MPEG-4 are likely to build on a number of components of our benchmark suite.
Table 2.1 summarizes the 12 benchmarks that we use in this chapter, and is divided
into image processing (Section 2.1), image source coding (Section 2.1), and video source
coding (Section 2.1). These benchmarks are similar to some of the benchmarks used in the
image and video parts of the Intel Media Benchmark (described at the Intel web site) and
the UCLA MediaBench [65]. (We did not use the Intel Media Benchmark or the UCLA
MediaBench directly because the former does not provide source code and the latter does
not include image processing applications.)
All the image benchmarks are run with 1024x640 pixel 3-band (i.e., channel) input
images obtained from the Intel Media Benchmark. The video benchmarks are run with
the mei16v2 test bit stream from the MPEG Software Simulation Group that operates on
352x240 sized 3-band images. We did not study larger (full-screen) sizes because they
were not readily available and would have required impractical simulation time.
Image Processing
Our image processing benchmarks are taken from the Sun VIS Software Development
Kit (VSDK) [79], which includes 14 image processing kernels. These kernels include
common image processing tasks such as one-band and three-band (i.e., channel) alpha
blending (used in image compositing), single-limit and double-limit thresholding (used in
chroma-keying, image masking, and blue screening), and functions such as general and
separable convolution, copying, inversion, addition, dot product, and scaling (used in the
core of many image processing codes like blurring, sharpening, edge detection, embossing,
etc.). We study all 14 of the VSDK kernels, but due to space constraints, we report results
for only 6 representative benchmarks (addition, blend, conv, dotprod, scaling, and thresh).
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Addition
Blend

Conv

Dotprod
Scaling
Thresh

Cjpeg
Djpeg
Cjpeg-np
Djpeg-np

Image processing
Addition of two images (sf16.ppm, rose16.ppm) using mean of two
pixel values
Alpha blending of two images (sf16.ppm, rose16.ppm) with another alpha image (winter16.ppm); the operation performed is dst =
alpha src1 + (255 ; alpha) src2.
General 3x3 image convolution of an image (sf16.ppm). The operation performed includes a saturation summation of 9 product terms.
Each term corresponds to multiplying the pixel values in a moving
3x3 window across the image dimensions with the values of a 3x3
kernel matrix.
16x16 dot product of a randomly-initialized 1048576-element linear
array
Linear image scaling of an image (sf16.ppm)
Double-limit thresholding of an image (sf16.ppm). If the pixel band
value falls within the low and high values for that band, the destination is set to the map value for that band; otherwise, the destination
is set to be the same as the source pixel value.
Image source coding
JPEG progressive encoding (rose16.ppm)
JPEG progressive decoding (rose16.jpg)
JPEG non-progressive encoding (rose16.ppm)
JPEG non-progressive decoding (rose16.jpg)

Video source coding
Mpeg-enc MPEG2 encoding of 4 frames (I-B-B-P frames) of the mei16v2rec
bit stream. Properties of the bit stream include frame rate of 30fps,
bit rate of 5Mbps at the Main profile@Main level configuration. The
image is 352x240 pixels in the 4:2:0 YUV chroma format, and is
scaled to a 704x480 display. The quantization tables and the motion estimation search parameters are set to the default parameters
specified by the MPEG group.
Mpeg-dec MPEG2 decoding of the mei16v2rec video bit stream into separate
YUV components.
Table 2.1 Image and video processing
benchmarks used for performance characterization.
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Image Source Coding
We focus on the Joint Photography Experts Group (JPEG) standard [50] and study
the performance of the Release 6(a) codec (encoder/decoder) from the Independent JPEG
Group. We study two different commonly used codecs specified in the standard, a progressive JPEG codec (cjpeg encoder and djpeg decoder), and a non-progressive JPEG codec
(cjpeg-np encoder and djpeg-np decoder).
The JPEG encoding process consists of a number of phases many of which exploit
properties of the human visual system to reduce the number of bits required to specify
the image. First, the color conversion and chroma-decimation phases convert the source
image from a 24-bit RGB representation domain to a 12 bit 4:2:0 YUV representation.
Next, a linear DCT image transform phase converts the image into the frequency domain.
The quantization phase then scales the frequency domain values by a quantization value
(either constant or variable). The zig-zag scanning and variable-length (Huffman) coding
phases then reorder the resulting data into streams of bits and encode them as a stream of
variable-length symbols based on statistical analysis of the frequency of symbols.
Progressive image compression uses a compression algorithm that performs multiple
Huffman coding passes on the image to encode it as multiple scans of increasing picture
quality (leading to the perception of gradual focusing of images seen on many web pages).
The decoding process performs the inverse of the operations for the encoding process
in the reverse order to obtain the original image from the compressed image.
Video Source Coding
We focus on the Motion Picture Experts Group-2 (MPEG2) video coding standard [40],
and study the performance of the version 1.1 codec from the MPEG Software Simulation
Group.
The first part of the video compression process consists of spatial compression similar to that described for JPEG and includes the color conversion, chroma decimation,
frequency transformation, quantization, zig-zag coding, and run-length coding phases.
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Additionally, MPEG2 has an inter-frame predictive-compression motion-estimation phase
that uses difference vectors to encode temporal redundancy between macroblocks in a
frame and macroblocks in the following and preceding frames. Motion estimation is the
most compute-intensive part of mpeg-encode.
The video decompression process performs the inverse of the various encode operations in reverse order to get the decoded bit stream from the input compressed video. The
mei16v2 bit stream is already in the YUV format, and consequently, our MPEG simulations
do not go through the color conversion phase discussed earlier.

2.2
2.2.1

Simulated Architectures
Processor and Memory System

We study two processor models – an in-order processor model (similar to the Compaq
Alpha 21164, Intel Pentium, and Sun UltraSPARC-II processors) and an out-of-order processor model (similar to the Compaq Alpha 21264, HP PA8000, IBM PowerPC, Intel
Pentium Pro, and MIPS R10000 processors). Both the processor models support nonblocking loads and stores. For the experiments with software prefetching, the processor
models provide support for software-controlled non-binding prefetches into the first-level
cache.
The base system uses a 64KB two-way associative first-level (L1) write-back cache
and a 128KB 4-way associative second-level (L2) write-back cache. Section 2.7 discusses
the impact of varying the cache sizes. All the caches are non-blocking and allow support
for multiple outstanding misses. At each cache, 12 miss status holding registers (MSHRs)
reserve space for outstanding cache misses and combine a maximum of 8 multiple requests
to the same cache line.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 summarizes the parameters used for the processor and memory subsystems. When studying the performance of a 1-way issue processor, we scale the number
of functional units to one of each type. The functional unit latencies are chosen based on
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Processor speed
Issue width
Instruction window size
Memory queue size
Branch prediction
Bimodal agree predictor size
Return-address stack size
Taken branches per cycle
Simultaneous speculated branches
Functional unit counts
Integer arithmetic units
Floating-point units
Address generation units
VIS multipliers
VIS adders
Functional unit latencies (cycles)
Default integer/address generation
Integer multiply/divide
Default floating point
FP moves/converts/divides
Default VIS
VIS 8-bit loads/multiply/pdist

1 GHz
4-way
64
32
2K
32
1
16
2
2
2
1
1
1/1
7/12
4
4/4/12
1
1/3/3

Table 2.2 Default processor parameters for
media processing workload characterization.

the Alpha 21264 processor. All functional units are fully pipelined except the floating-point
divide (non-pipelined).
2.2.2

VIS Media ISA Extensions

The VIS media ISA extensions to the SPARC V9 architecture are a set of instructions
targeted at accelerating media processing [60, 123]. Both our in-order and out-of-order
processor models include support for VIS.
The VIS extensions define the packed byte, packed word and packed double data types
which allow concurrent operations on eight bytes, four words (16-bits each) or two double
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Cache line size
L1 data cache size (on-chip)
L1 data cache associativity
L1 data cache request ports
L1 data cache hit time
Number of L1 MSHRs
L2 cache size (off-chip)
L2 cache associativity
L2 request ports
L2 hit time (pipelined)
Number of L2 MSHRs
Max. outstanding misses per MSHR
Total memory latency for L2 misses
Memory interleaving

64 bytes
64 KB
2-way
2
2 ns
12
128K
4-way
1
20 ns
12
8
100 ns
4-way

Table 2.3 Default system parameters for media
processing workload characterization.

words of fixed-point data in a 64-bit register. These data types allow VIS instructions to
exploit single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) parallelism at the subword level. Most of
the VIS instructions operate on packed words or packed doubles; loads, stores, and pdist
instructions operate on packed bytes. Many of the VIS instructions make implicit assumptions about rounding and the number of significant bits in the fixed-point data. Hence,
while using VIS instructions, it is important to ensure that their use does not lead to incorrect outputs.
In the rest of this section, we provide a short overview of the VIS instructions (summarized in Table 2.4).
Packed arithmetic and logical operations. The packed arithmetic VIS instructions allow
SIMD-style parallelism to be exploited for add, subtract, and multiply instructions. To
minimize implementation complexity, VIS uses a pipelined series of two 8x16 multiplies
and one add instruction to emulate packed 16x16-bit multiplication. The VIS logical
instructions allow logical operations on the floating-point data path.
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Packed arithmetic and logical operations
Packed addition
Packed subtraction
Packed multiplication
Logical operations
Subword rearrangement and realignment
Data packing and expansion
Data merging
Data alignment
Partitioned compares and edge operations
Partitioned compares
Mask generation for edge effects
Memory-related operations
Partial stores
Short loads and stores
Blocked loads and stores
Special-purpose operations
Pixel distance computation
Array address conversion for data reuse
Access to the graphics status register
Table 2.4

Classification of VIS instructions.

Subword rearrangement and alignment. To facilitate conversion between different data
types, VIS supports subword rearrangement and alignment using pack, expand, merge (interleave), and align instructions. The subword rearrangement instructions also include support for implicitly handling saturation arithmetic (limiting data values to the minimum or
maximum instead of the default wrap-around).
Partitioned compares and edge operations. For branches, VIS supports a partitioned
compare that performs four 16-bit or two 32-bit compares in parallel to produce a mask
that can be used in subsequent instructions. VIS also supports the edge instruction to
generate masks for partial stores that can eliminate special branch code to handle boundary
conditions in media processing applications.
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Memory-related operations. For memory instructions, VIS supports partial stores that
selectively write to parts of the 64-bit output based on an input mask. Short loads and
stores transfer 1 or 2 bytes of memory to the register file. Blocked loads and stores transfer
64 bytes of data between memory and a group of eight consecutive VIS registers without
causing allocations in the cache.
Special-purpose operations. The pixel distance computation (pdist) instruction is primarily targeted at motion estimation and computes the sum of the absolute differences
between corresponding 8-bit components in two packed bytes. The array instruction is
mainly targeted at 3D graphics rendering applications and converts 3D fixed-point coordinates into a blocked byte address that allows for greater cache reuse. VIS also defines
instructions to manipulate the graphics status register, a special-purpose register that stores
additional data for various media instructions.
Overall, the functionality discussed above for VIS is similar to that of fixed-point media
ISA extensions in other general purpose processors (e.g., MAX [68], MMX [93], MVI [19],
MDMX [58], AltiVec [95]). The various ISA extensions mainly differ in the number, types,
and latencies of the individual instructions (e.g., MMX implements direct support for 16x16
multiply), whether they are implemented in the integer or floating-point data path, and
in the width of the data path. The most different ISA extension, the proposed PowerPC
AltiVec ISA, adds support for a separate 128-bit vector multimedia unit in the processor.
Though we do not consider floating-point media ISA extensions (such as Intel SSE [48],
3DNow! [30], MIPS V [58, 24], and AltiVec [95]) in this work, they exploit similar support
for packed data types, subword rearrangement, and special-purpose operations to achieve
their performance benefits.
Our VIS implementation is closely modeled after the UltraSPARC-II implementation and operates on the floating-point register file with latencies comparable to the
UltraSPARC-II [123] (Table 2.2). Note that our VIS multiplier has a lower latency compared to the integer (64-bit) multiplier because it operates on 16-bit data. The increase in
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chip area associated with the VIS instructions was estimated to be less than 3% for the
UltraSPARC-II [60].

2.3
2.3.1

Simulation Methodology
Simulation Environment

We use the RSIM simulator [90] to simulate the in-order and out-of-order processors described in Section 2.2.1. RSIM is a user-level execution-driven simulator that models the
processor pipeline and memory hierarchy in detail including contention for all resources.
The processor microarchitecture modeled by RSIM is closest to the MIPS R10000 [80]
and is illustrated in Figure 2.1. In particular, RSIM models the R10000’s active list (which
holds the currently active instructions, corresponding to the reorder buffer or instruction
window of other processors), register map table (which holds the mapping from logical
to physical registers), and shadow mappers (which store register map table information on
branch prediction to allow single-cycle state recovery on mispredictions). The pipeline parallels the Fetch, Decode, Issue, Execute, and Complete stages of the dynamically scheduled
R10000 pipeline. Instructions are retired (i.e. graduated, committed, or removed from the
active list) after passing through this pipeline. In the base out-of-order processor model,
instructions are fetched, decoded, and retired in program order; however, instructions can
issue, execute, and complete out-of-order. The in-order model used in our experiments is
based on the above out-of-order model with the aggressive features for out-of-order execution turned off.
Since RSIM is a user-level simulator, we do not model system effects like operating
system interactions and I/O latencies. To assess the impact of not modeling system level
code, we profiled the benchmarks on an UltraSPARC-II-based Sun Enterprise server. We
found that the time spent on operating system kernel calls is less than 2% on all the benchmarks. The time spent on I/O is less than 15% on all the benchmarks except mpeg-dec. This
benchmark experiences an inflated I/O component (45%) because of its high frequency of
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Figure 2.1 Default organization of out-of-order processor model.

file writes. However, in a typical system, these writes would be handled by a graphics accelerator, significantly reducing this component. Since our applications have small instruction
footprints, our simulations assume all instructions hit in the instruction cache.
All the applications2 were compiled with the SPARC SC4.2 compiler with the -xO4
-xtarget=ultra1/170 -xarch=v8plusa -dalign options to produce optimized code for the
in-order UltraSPARC processor.
2 We changed the 14 image processing kernels from the Sun VSDK to skew the starting addresses of concurrent array accesses and unroll small innermost loops. This reduced cache conflicts and branch mispredictions
leading to 1.2X to 6.7X performance benefits. To facilitate modifying the applications for VIS, we replaced
some of the key routines in the JPEG and MPEG applications with equivalent routines from the Sun MediaLib
library.
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2.3.2

VIS Usage Methodology

We are not aware of any compiler that automatically modifies media processing applications to use media ISA extensions. For our experiments studying the impact of VIS, we
manually modified our benchmarks to use VIS instructions based on the methodology detailed below.
We profiled the applications to identify key procedures and manually examined these
procedures for loops that satisfied the following three conditions: (1) The loop body should
have no loop-carried dependences or control dependences that cannot be converted to data
dependences (other than the loop branch). (2) The key computation in the loop body must
be replaceable with a set of equivalent fixed-point VIS instructions. The loss in accuracy
in this stage, if any, should be visually imperceptible. (3) The potential benefit from VIS
should be more than the overhead of adding VIS; VIS overhead can result from subword
rearrangement instructions to convert between packed data types or from alignment-related
instructions.
For loops that satisfied the above criteria, we strip-mined or unrolled the loop to isolate
multiple iterations of the loop body that we then replaced with equivalent VIS instructions.
We used the inline assembly-code macros from the Sun VSDK for the VIS instructions.
This minimizes code perturbation and allows the use of regular compiler optimizations.
As before, the applications were compiled with the SPARC SC4.2 compiler with the -xO4
-xtarget=ultra1/170 -xarch=v8plusa -dalign options to produce optimized code for the inorder UltraSPARC processor. Wherever possible, we tried to use procedures available from
the Sun VSDK Kit and the SUN MediaLib library routines that were already optimized for
VIS.
Our benchmarks use all the VIS instructions except for the array and blocked load/store
instructions. Array instructions are targeted at 3D array accesses in graphics loops, and
are not applicable for our applications. Blocked loads and stores are primarily targeted
at transfers of large blocks of data between buffers without affecting the cache (e.g., in
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operating system buffer management, networking, memory-mapped I/O). We did not use
these instructions since the Sun VSDK does not provide inline assembly-code macros to
support them. The alternative of hand-coded assembly could result in lower performance
since it is hard to emulate the compiler optimizations associated with modern superscalar
processors by hand [103]. Note that both the array and blocked load/store instructions are
unique to VIS and are not supported by other general-purpose ISA extensions.
2.3.3

Software Prefetching Algorithm

We studied the applicability of software prefetching for the benchmarks where the cache
miss stall time is a significant component of the total execution time (>20%). We identified
the memory accesses that dominate the cache miss stall time, and inserted prefetches by
hand (since we did not have access to a C compiler that implements software prefetching)
for these accesses.
We followed the well known software prefetching compiler algorithm developed by
Mowry et al. [83]. The prefetch algorithm handles both affine and indirect addresses to
identify and schedule prefetches for possible cache misses. The algorithm is loop-based,
and consists of an analysis phase and a scheduling phase. The analysis phase identifies
the accesses that do not exhibit locality for the given cache parameters, and for which
prefetches need to be inserted. The scheduling phase follows the analysis phase and uses
loop peeling, unrolling, and strip-mining to insert prefetches only for the accesses that
are expected to cause cache misses. Accesses to the same cache line are grouped into
equivalence classes, and an exclusive prefetch is used to obtain ownership along with the
data for the line if at least one member of the equivalence class is a write. The innermost loop corresponding to an access is software pipelined to schedule a prefetch a certain
number of iterations ahead of the demand access. The number of iterations is computed
L e, where L is the expected miss latency in cycles and W is an estimate
by the formula d W
of the shortest possible path through an iteration in cycles. This number is referred to
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as the prefetch distance, and is expected to represent the number of iterations needed to
completely overlap the latency of a prefetch. For our results in Section 2.8, we performed
multiple experiments varying the prefetch distance for each application and reported the
results for the prefetch distance that gave the maximum benefit (unless stated otherwise).

2.4

Impact of Conventional ILP Features

For each benchmark, Figure 2.2 presents execution times for three variations of our base
architecture, each without VIS (the first set of three bars) and with VIS (the second set of
three bars). The three architecture variations are (i) in-order and single issue, (ii) in-order
and 4-way issue, and (iii) out-of-order and 4-way issue. On the VIS-enhanced architecture,
we use the VIS-enhanced version of the application as mentioned in Section 2.3. The
execution times are normalized to the time with the in-order single-issue processor.
For all the benchmarks, the execution time is further divided into the busy component,
the functional unit stall (FU stall) component, and the memory component. With outof-order processors, it is difficult to assign stall time to specific instructions since each
instruction’s execution may be overlapped with both preceding and following instructions.
We therefore use the following convention to account for stall cycles. At every cycle,
we calculate the ratio of the instructions retired that cycle to the maximum retire rate and
attribute this fraction of the cycle to the busy time. The remaining fraction is attributed as
stall time to the first instruction that could not be retired that cycle. The memory component
is shown further divided into the L1 miss and L1 hit components.
This section focuses on the system without the VIS media ISA extensions (the left three
bars for each benchmark in Figure 2.2).
Overall results. Both multiple issue and out-of-order issue provide substantial reductions
in execution time for most of our benchmarks. Compared to a single-issue in-order processor, on the average, multiple issue improves performance by a factor of 1.2X (range of
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1.1X to 1.4X), while the combination of multiple issue and out-of-order issue improves
performance by a factor of 3.1X (range of 2.3X-4.2X).
Analysis. Compared to the single issue processor, we find that multiple issue achieves most
of its benefits by reducing the busy CPU component of execution time. Data, control, and
structural dependences prevent the CPU component from attaining an ideal speedup of 4
from a 4-way issue processor, reflected in the increased functional unit and L1 hit memory
stall time.
Some of the benchmarks see additional memory latencies when the number of outstanding misses to one cache line (MSHR) increases beyond the maximum allowed limit of 8.
This is caused by the higher use of small data types associated with media applications
which leads to a high frequency of accesses for each cache line (e.g., 64 pixel writes in a
64-byte line). Since the processors do not stall on writes, in benchmarks with small loop
bodies (e.g., addition, cjpeg, djpeg), this leads to a backup of multiple writes. This backup
leads to contention for the MSHR that eventually prevents other accesses from being serviced at the cache.
Out-of-order issue, on the other hand, improves performance by reducing both functional unit stall time and memory stall time. A large fraction of the stall times due to data,
control, and structural dependences, as well as MSHR contention, is now overlapped with
other useful work. This is seen in the reduction in the FU stall and L1 hit components of
execution time. Additionally, out-of-order issue can better exploit the non-blocking loads
feature of the system by allowing the latency of multiple long-latency load misses to be
overlapped with one another. Our results examining the MSHR occupancies at the cache
indicate that while there is increased load miss overlap in all the 12 benchmarks, only 2
to 3 misses are overlapped in most cases. The total capacity of 12 MSHRs is never fully
utilized for load misses in all our benchmarks.
Overall, the impact of the various ILP features is qualitatively consistent with that described in previous studies for scientific and database workloads. Quantitatively, these ILP
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features are substantially more effective for the image and video benchmarks than for online transaction processing (OLTP) workloads [99], and comparable in benefit to previously
reported scientific and decision support system (DSS) workloads [10, 89, 99].
It must be noted that the performance of the in-order issue processor is dependent on
the quality of the compiler used to schedule the code. Our experiments use the commercial SPARC SC4.2 compiler with maximum optimizations turned on for the in-order
UltraSPARC processor. To try to isolate compiler scheduling effects, we studied two other
processor configurations with single-cycle functional unit latencies and functional unit latencies comparable to the UltraSPARC processor. In both these configurations, our results
continued to be qualitatively similar; the out-of-order processor continues to significantly
outperform the in-order processor. The impact of future, more advanced, compiler optimizations, however, is still an open question.
Interestingly, an earlier position paper [31] on the impact of multimedia workloads on
general-purpose processors conjectures that complex out-of-order issue techniques developed for scientific and engineering workloads (e.g., SPEC) may not be needed for multimedia workloads. Our results show that, on the contrary, out-of-order issue can provide
significant performance benefits for image and video workloads.

2.5

Impact of VIS Media ISA Extensions

This section discusses the performance impact of the VIS ISA extensions (comparing the
left-hand three bars and right-hand three bars for each benchmark in Figure 2.2).
2.5.1

Overall Results

The VIS media ISA extensions provide significant performance improvements for all the
benchmarks (factors of 1.1X to 4.0X for the out-of-order system, 1.1X to 7X across all
configurations). On average, the addition of VIS improves the performance of the singleissue in-order system by a factor of 2.0X, the performance of the 4-way-issue in-order
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system by a factor of 2.1X, and the performance of the 4-way issue out-of-order system by
a factor of 1.8X.
Multiple issue and out-of-order issue are beneficial even with use of the VIS media ISA
extensions. On average, with VIS, compared to a single-issue in-order processor, multiple
issue achieves a factor of 1.2X performance improvement, while the combination of multiple issue and out-of-order issue achieves a factor of 2.7X performance improvement. The
reasons for these performance benefits from ILP features are the same as for the systems
without VIS.
2.5.2

Benefits from VIS

Figure 2.3 presents some additional data showing the distribution of the dynamic (retired)
instructions for the 4-way out-of-order processor without and with VIS, normalized to the
former. Each bar divides the instructions into the Functional unit (FU, combines ALU and
FPU), Branch, Memory, and VIS categories. The use of VIS instructions provides a significant reduction in the dynamic instruction count for all the benchmarks. The reductions in
the dynamic instruction count correlate well with the performance benefits from VIS. We
next discuss the sources for the reductions in the dynamic instructions.
Reductions in FU instructions. The VIS packed arithmetic and logical instructions allow
multiple (typically four) arithmetic instructions to be replaced with one VIS instruction.
Consequently, all the benchmarks see significant reductions in the FU instructions with
corresponding, smaller, increases in the VIS instruction count. Additionally, the SIMD
VIS instructions replace multiple iterations in the original loop with one equivalent VIS
iteration. This reduces iteration-specific loop-overhead instructions that increment index
and address values and compute branch conditions, further reducing the FU instruction
count.
Reductions in branch instructions. All the benchmarks use the edge masking and partial
store instructions to eliminate testing for edge boundaries and selective writes. They also
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use loop unrolling when replacing multiple iterations with one equivalent VIS iteration.
These lead to a reduction in the branch instruction count for all the benchmarks. For some
applications, branch instruction counts are also reduced because of the elimination of the
code to explicitly perform saturation arithmetic (mainly in conv3 and the JPEG applications), and the use of partitioned SIMD compares (mainly in thresh).
Many of the branches eliminated are hard-to-predict branches (e.g., saturation, thresholding, selective writes), leading to significant improvements in the hardware branch misprediction rates for some of our benchmarks (branch misprediction rate decreases from
10% to 0% for conv and from 6% to 0% for thresh1).
Reductions in memory instructions. With VIS, memory accesses operate on packed data
as opposed to individual media data. Consequently, most of the benchmarks see significant
reductions in the number of memory instructions (and associated cache accesses). This
reduces the MSHR contention discussed in Section 2.4.
Most of the memory instructions eliminated are cache hits, without a proportional decrease in the number of misses, causing higher L1 cache miss rates with VIS. The higher
miss rate and the lower instruction count allows additional load misses to appear together
3 The

original source code from the Sun VSDK checks for saturation only in the conv code. The add, blend,
and dotprod kernels are written in the non-saturation mode. These could, however, be rewritten to check for
saturation in which case they would also see similar benefits.
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within the instruction window and be overlapped with each other. However, the system still
rarely sees more than 3 load misses overlapped concurrently.
Pixel distance computation for the mpeg-enc benchmark. mpeg-enc achieves additional
benefits from the special-purpose pixel distance computation (pdist) instruction in the
motion estimation phase. The pdist instruction allows a sequence of 48 instructions to
be reduced to one instruction [123], significantly reducing the FU, branch, and memory
instruction counts. The elimination of hard-to-predict branches to perform comparisons
and saturation improves the branch misprediction rate from 27% to 10%.
2.5.3

Limitations of VIS

Examining the variation of performance benefits across the benchmarks, we observe that
the JPEG applications, mpeg-dec, and dotprod exhibit relatively lower performance benefits
(factors of 1.1X to 1.5X) compared to the remaining benchmarks (factors of 2.8X to 4.2X).
We next discuss factors limiting the benefits from VIS.
Inapplicability of VIS. The VIS media ISA extensions are not applicable to a number
of key procedures in the JPEG applications and mpeg-dec. For example, the JPEG applications (especially the progressive versions) spend a large fraction of their time in the
variable-length Huffman coding phase. This phase is inherently sequential and operates on
variable-length data types, and consequently cannot be optimized using VIS instructions.4
Other examples of code segments in the JPEG and MPEG applications where VIS could
not be applied include bit-level input/output stream manipulation, scatter-gather addressing, quantization, and saturation arithmetic operations not embedded in a loop.
VIS overhead. All our benchmarks use subword rearrangement and alignment instructions
to get the data in a form that the VIS instructions can operate (e.g., packing/unpacking
between packed-byte pixels and packed-word operands). This results in extra overhead
4 It

is instructive to note that even many media processors (e.g., the Mitsubishi VLIW Media Processor and
Samsung Media Signal Processor) use a special-purpose hardware unit to handle the variable-length coding.
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that limits the performance benefits from VIS (on the average, for our benchmarks, 41%
of the VIS instructions are for subword rearrangement and alignment). Overhead is also
increased when multiple VIS instructions are used to emulate one operation (e.g., 16x16
multiply in dotprod) or when the data need to be reordered to exploit SIMD (e.g., byte
reordering in the color conversion phase in JPEG).
Limited parallelism and scheduling constraints. Most of the packed arithmetic instructions operate only on packed words or packed double words. This ensures enough bits
to maintain the precision of intermediate values. However, this limits the maximum parallelism to 4 (on 16-bit data types), even in cases when the operations are known to be
performed on smaller data types (e.g., 8-bit pixels). The limit on the SIMD parallel path,5
in combination with contention for VIS functional units, limits the benefits from VIS on
some of our benchmarks (most significantly in mpeg-enc).
Cache miss stall time. As discussed earlier, the reductions in memory instructions mainly
occur for cache hits. The VIS instructions do not directly target cache misses though there
are indirect benefits associated with increased load miss overlap due to instruction count
reduction (discussed in Section 2.5.2).

2.6

Combination of ILP and VIS

The combination of conventional ILP features and VIS extensions achieves an average
factor of 5.5X performance improvement (range of 3.5X to 18X) over the base single-issue
in-order processor. The benefits from VIS are achieved with a much smaller increase in the
die area compared to the ILP features.
On the base single-issue in-order processor, all the benchmarks are primarily computebound. With ILP features and VIS extensions, cjpeg, djpeg, and mpeg-enc continue to
spend most of their execution time in the processor sub-system (87% to 97%). Five of the
5 The

MIPS MDMX provides support for a larger size accumulator that allows greater parallelism without
losing the precision of the intermediate result [58]. The PowerPC AltiVec supports a larger 128-bit data path
to increase the parallelism[95].
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image processing kernels, however, now spend 55% to 66% of their total time in memory
stalls. The strong compute-centric performance benefits from ILP features and VIS extensions shift the bottleneck to the memory sub-system for these benchmarks. The remaining
4 applications (conv, cjpeg, djpeg, and mpeg-dec) spend between 20% to 30% of their total
time on memory stalls.
The next two sections (Sections 2.7 and 2.8) discuss the effectiveness of commonlyavailable memory system features such as support for large on-chip caches and software
prefetching.

2.7

Impact of Caches

The first technique that we study to address the memory system bottleneck is support for
large on-chip caches. The principle of caching is based on the key intuition that most programs typically tend to operate on a small portion of the data at a time exhibiting locality
in memory accesses. Locality can either be (i) spatial locality where successive data items
are accessed one after the other by the program or (ii) temporal locality where the program
accesses the same data multiple times. Consequently, most processors include support for
a smaller but faster memory that attempts to capture and store this reused data closer to the
processor to help improve memory system performance. Caches have been demonstrated
to achieve significant performance benefits for traditional engineering and scientific workloads. Consequently, the use of large caches is a common trend across general-purpose
systems, sometimes consuming up to 80% of the total transistor budget and up to 50% of
the die area [46].
Below, we first discuss the impact of varying the size of the second-level cache
(Section 2.7.1) and then discuss the impact of varying the size of the first-level cache
(Section 2.7.2). Section 2.7.3 summarizes our results.
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2.7.1

Impact of Varying Second-Level Cache Sizes

Overall results. We varied the second-level (L2) cache size from 128K to 2M, keeping the L1 cache fixed at 64K. Our results (not shown here due to lack of space) showed
that increasing the size of the L2 cache has no impact on the performance of the 6 image
processing kernels and the cjpeg-np and djpeg-np applications. The remaining four applications, cjpeg, djpeg, mpeg-enc, and mpeg-dec, reuse data; but the cache size needed to
exploit the reuse depends on the size of the display. For our input image sizes, L2 cache
sizes of 2M capture the entire working sets for all the four benchmarks, and provide 1.1X
to 1.2X performance improvement over the default 128K L2 cache. With the 2M cache
sizes, memory stall time is between 7-9% on all the applications and is dominated by L1
hit time (due to cache stalls on contention for MSHRs) and L2 hit time.
Analysis. The image processing kernels have streaming data accesses to a large image
buffer with no reuse and low computation per cache miss. Consequently, they exhibit high
memory stall times unaffected by larger caches. cjpeg-np and djpeg-np do not see any
variation in performance with larger caches because of their negligible memory components. These applications implement a blocked pipeline algorithm that performs all the
computation phases on 8x8-sized blocks at a time, reducing the bandwidth requirements
and increasing the computation per miss. The cjpeg and djpeg applications differ from
their non-progressive counterparts in the progressive coding phase where they perform a
multi-pass traversal of the buffer storing the DCT coefficients. The low computation per
miss in this phase combined with the reuse of the image-sized (1024x640 pixels) buffer
results in a 1.2X performance benefit from increasing the cache size to 2M. Larger images
would increase the working set requiring larger caches. For example, a 1024x1024 image
would require a 4M cache size. mpeg-enc and mpeg-dec perform inter-block distance vector operations and therefore need to operate on multiple image-sized buffers (as opposed to
blocks-sized buffers in cjpeg-np and djpeg-np). The reuse of these 352x240 buffers across
the frames in the video leads to 1.1X performance benefits with 512K (mpeg-dec) and 1M
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(mpeg-enc) cache sizes. Larger image sizes would require larger caches; for example a
1024x1024 image would require almost a factor of 12X increase in the cache size.
2.7.2

Impact of Varying First-Level Cache Sizes

Overall results. We also performed experiments varying the size of the first-level (L1)
cache from 1K to 64K while keeping the L2 cache fixed at 128K. Our results showed that
the L1 cache size had no impact on five of the image processing kernels. On the remaining
benchmarks, a 64K L1 configuration outperforms the 1K L1 configuration by factors of
1.1X to 1.3X; 4K-16K L1 caches achieve within 3% of the performance of the 64K L1
cache configuration.
Analysis. Small data structures other than the main data, such as tables for convolution,
quantization, color conversion, and saturation clipping, are responsible for these small firstlevel working sets. At 64K L1 caches, memory stall time is mainly due to L1 hits or to L2
misses. Again, the L1 hits are mainly associated to longer latency first-level cache accesses
because of stalled cache cycles on contention for MSHR resources (similar to that discussed
in Section 2.4). This stall time may be addressed with a more aggressive cache design that
allows cache hits to proceed irrespective of contention for outstanding miss resources.
2.7.3

Overall Results

The memory behavior of these workloads is characterized by large working sets and streaming data accesses. Increasing the cache size has no impact on the image processing kernels
and the non-progressive JPEG applications. The remaining benchmarks require relatively
large cache sizes (dependent on the display sizes) to exploit data reuse, but derive less than
1.2X performance benefits with the larger caches.
These results are particularly interesting considering current trends towards large onchip and off-chip caches and the associated large on-chip transistor investment into caches.
Chapter 3 discusses a novel cache organization that addresses this trend.
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on image and video processing workloads.

2.8

Impact of Software Prefetching

The second technique that we study to address the memory system bottleneck is software prefetching. To reduce memory stall time, all current commodity processors support
software-controlled non-binding prefetching. With this technique, the compiler or programmer schedules an explicit prefetch instruction for a location that will be accessed by
the processor at a later time, with the goal of bringing the location into the processor’s
cache before it issues a demand memory access [17]. Previous studies have shown that
software-controlled non-binding prefetching can eliminate a large fraction of memory stall
time in shared-memory multiprocessors [84, 124, 100]. However, these studies have been
mainly limited to conventional scientific and engineering workloads. In this section, we
study the effectiveness of software prefetching for our media processing workloads. As
discussed in Section 2.3.3, we follow the well known software prefetching compiler algorithm developed by Mowry et al. [83] to insert prefetches by hand for our benchmarks.
Overall results. Figure 2.4 summarizes the execution time reductions from software
prefetching relative to the base system with VIS (with 64K L1 and 128K L2 caches). We do
not report results for cjpeg-np, djpeg-np and mpeg-enc since these benchmarks spend less
than 6% of their total time on L1 cache misses. Our results show that software prefetching achieves high performance improvements for the six image processing benchmarks
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(an average of 1.9X and a range of 1.4X to 2.5X. The cjpeg, djpeg, and mpeg-dec benchmarks exhibit relatively small performance improvements. Overall, after applying software
prefetching, all our benchmarks revert to being compute bound.
Analysis. For the image processing kernels, a significant fraction of the prefetches are
useful in completely or partially hiding the latency of the cache miss with computation or
with other misses. The addition of software prefetching also increases the utilization of
cache MSHRs; in many of the image processing kernels, more than 5 MSHRs are used
for a large fraction of the time. The remaining memory stall time is mainly due to late
prefetches and resource contention. Late prefetches (prefetches that arrive after the demand
access) arise mainly because of inadequate computation in the loop bodies to overlap the
miss latencies. Contention for resources occurs when multiple prefetches are outstanding
at a time. These effects are similar to those discussed in previous studies with scientific
applications for ILP-based processors [100].
The other benchmarks (cjpeg, djpeg, and mpeg-dec) see lower performance benefits
primarily because the fraction of memory stall time is relatively low and includes an L1
hit component (mainly due to MSHR contention). Software prefetches do not address the
L1 component. Second, in cjpeg and djpeg, the prefetches are to memory locations that
are indirectly addressed (of the form A[B[i]]). Consequently, the prefetching algorithm is
unable to distinguish between hits and misses and is constrained to issue prefetches for all
accesses. The resulting overhead due to address calculation and cache contention limits
performance (seen as increased Busy and FU stall components6 ). Finally, as before, late
prefetches and resource contention also contribute to the lower benefits from prefetching.

2.9

Related Work

This section discusses other related work relevant to the research presented in this chapter.
6 Some

of the image processing kernels see a reduction in the CPU component because of the reduction in
instructions and better scheduling when loops are unrolled for the prefetching algorithm [83].
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Most of the papers discussing instruction-set extensions for multimedia processing
have focused on detailed descriptions of the additional instructions and examples of their
use [19, 58, 68, 87, 93, 95, 123]. The performance characterization in these papers is
usually limited to a few sample code segments and/or a brief mention of the benefits anticipated on larger applications. Eyre studies the applicability of general-purpose processors
for DSP applications; however, the study only reports high-level metrics such as MIPS,
power efficiency, and cost [35].
Daniel Rice presents a detailed description of VIS and 8 image processing applications
without and with VIS [103]. The study reports speedups of 2.7X to 10.5X on an actual
UltraSPARC-based system, but does not analyze the cause of performance benefits, the
remaining bottlenecks, or the impact of alternative architectures.
Yang et al. look at the benefits of packed floating-point formats and instructions for
graphics but assume a perfect memory system [129]. Bharghava et al. study some MMXenhanced applications based on Pentium-based systems [11]; Nguyen and John study the
same applications enhanced with AltiVec [86]. Again, in both these studies, no detailed
characterization of performance bottlenecks or the impact of other architectures is done.
Following our work, a recent study by Sebot [108] has studied the performance improvements of several multimedia kernels with the AltiVec streaming SIMD extensions.
Even though this work evaluates a different family of media extensions using a different
simulation infrastructure, their results are qualitatively similar to our results. This corroborates our intuition that the media extensions studied in this chapter are representative of
other media extensions as well. Specifically, Sebot’s work, in addition to showing performance improvements from SIMD extensions, also highlights the transition from computebound to memory-bound with the use of media extensions and the benefits from software
prefetching. Quintana et al. [96] also study a superscalar processor enhanced with a vector
unit and show that this architecture can achieve good performance benefits.
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Zucker et al. study MPEG video decode applications and show the benefits from I/O
prefetching, software restructuring to use SIMD without hardware support, and profiledriven software prefetching [132, 133]. However, the studies assume a simplistic processor
model with blocking loads and do not study the effect of media ISA extensions. Bilas et al.
develop two parallel versions of the MPEG decoder and present results for multiprocessor
speedup, memory requirements, load balance, synchronization, and locality [12]. Similar
to our results, they also find that the miss rates for 352x240 images on “realistic” cache
sizes are negligible. Iwata et al. also study parallel implementations of MPEG-2. Their results show that the coarse-grained parallelism in MPEG-2 is orthogonal to the fine-grained
parallelism which can be exploited by instruction-set extensions like MIPS MDMX [52].
Lee and Stoodley discuss the performance of a simple in-order long vector media processor [66]. For the benchmarks they study (chroma-decimation, color-space conversion,
image blending and convolution, and decryption), their proposed system outperforms a
conventional MMX-enhanced superscalar processor by a factor of 1.6. Similar to our work,
their results also show that most of the performance benefits come from reductions in the
instruction count and the use of SIMD parallelism. However, in contrast to this work, our
research focuses on general-purpose processor applicable to both conventional and emerging media processing workloads. Our results also show that many of the media benchmarks
exhibit control-, data-, and resource-dependences which can be alleviated with the use of
out-of-order execution.
Corbal et al. discuss a new matrix oriented set of extensions to the instruction-set
architecture targeted towards media processing [23]. Their results identify several of the
limitations that we discuss in Section 2.5.3 and use the matrix-oriented ISA extensions to
improve performance in some of these cases.
Zhang et al. also study image processing applications (volume rendering, image warping, and image filtering), but they primarily focus on improving the memory system per-
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formance using the dynamic reordering of memory accesses using the Impulse memory
controller [130].

2.10

Summary

This chapter focuses on image and video processing, an important class of media processing, and aims to provide a quantitative understanding of the performance of these workloads on general-purpose processors. We use detailed simulation to study 12 representative
benchmarks on a variety of architectural configurations, both with and without the use of
Sun’s visual instruction set (VIS) media ISA extensions.
Our results show that conventional techniques in current processors to enhance ILP
(multiple issue and out-of-order issue) provide a factor of 2.3X to 4.2X performance improvement for the image and video benchmarks. The Sun VIS media ISA extensions provide an additional 1.1X to 4.2X performance improvement. The benefits from VIS are
achieved with a much smaller increase in the die area compared to the ILP features.
Our detailed analysis indicates the sources and limitations of the performance benefits
due to VIS. VIS is very effective in exploiting SIMD parallelism using packed data types,
and can eliminate a number of hard-to-predict branches using instructions targeted towards
saturation arithmetic, boundary detection, and partial stores. Special-purpose instructions
such as pdist achieve high benefits on the targeted application, but are too specialized to use
in other cases. Routines that are sequential and operate on variable data types, VIS instruction overhead, cache miss stall times, and the fixed parallelism in the packed arithmetic
instructions limit the benefits on the benchmarks.
On our base single-issue in-order processor, all the benchmarks are primarily computebound. Conventional ILP features and the VIS instructions together significantly reduce
the CPU component of execution time, making five of our image processing benchmarks
memory-bound. The memory behavior of these workloads is characterized by large working sets and streaming data accesses. Increasing the cache size has no impact on the image
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processing kernels and the non-progressive JPEG applications. This is particularly interesting considering current trends towards large on-chip and off-chip caches. The remaining
benchmarks require relatively large cache sizes (dependent on the display sizes) to exploit
data reuse, but derive less than 1.2X performance benefits with the larger caches.
Software-inserted prefetching achieves 1.4X to 2.5X performance benefits on the image
processing kernels where memory stall time is significant. With the addition of software
prefetching, all our benchmarks revert to being compute-bound.
The next chapter builds on this work to discuss a new architectural design that improves
the performance of media processing workloads.
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Chapter 3
Reconfigurable Caches
The previous chapter presented our results where we quantitatively characterized the performance of media processing workloads on general-purpose systems. Our results identified several characteristics of media processing that were different from the characteristics
exhibited by conventional workloads (e.g., sub-word data types, SIMD parallelism, ineffectiveness of caches). As current high-performance general-purpose processors get used for
an increasing variety of application domains, including scientific, engineering, database,
and media processing, it becomes important to ensure that these processors perform well
enough across all these different workloads. Consequently, a “one-size-fits-all” design philosophy will be inadequate.
An alternative design philosophy is to build some flexibility in the system so that features that use a large number of resources can be used in different ways by different applications. In this chapter, we apply this philosophy to the design of caches. We focus on caches
because the use of large caches is a common trend across current general-purpose systems,
typically consuming the largest fraction on the on-chip transistor resources (up to 80% of
the total transistor budget and up to 50% of the die area [46]). Additionally, as discussed
in Chapter 2, while large caches are effective for a variety of conventional workloads, they
are often ineffective for media processing applications because of the streaming nature of
data accesses, the large working sets, and the compute-bound nature of these applications.
In response to these observations, we propose a new cache organization called reconfigurable caches. Reconfigurable caches allow the on-chip SRAM to be dynamically divided
into different partitions that can be assigned to different system activities other than con-
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ventional caching. For example, the partitions could be used as hardware look-up tables
for techniques such as instruction reuse and hardware prefetching, or as storage area for
prefetched information, or as compiler-controlled memory. Thus, the cache SRAM storage can benefit applications that would not otherwise exploit large conventional caches.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the idea behind reconfigurable caches.
The idea of reconfigurable architectures itself is not new; however, conventional reconfigurable architectures typically involve large changes in both hardware and software. In
comparison, our reconfigurable cache design continues to use a conventional cache design
with minor hardware and software changes. Also, in our model, the reconfigurability is
implemented in custom hardware at design time. We support a limited number of possible configurations (e.g., two or three) which are incorporated into the circuit design and
verified as part of the original microprocessor design. This is in contrast to an approach
that might use hardware similar to field-programmable gate-arrays (FPGAs). While useful in many applications, the ability to dramatically change the programming of FPGAs in
the field results in FPGA clock cycle times that are typically 4 to 6 times slower than that
obtained in full-custom microprocessors.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 first discusses several applications of reconfigurable caches. Section 3.2 discusses the key challenges with reconfigurable cache organizations and our proposed solutions. Section 3.3 discusses the design issues involved with a detailed implementation of reconfigurable caches and uses the CACTI
analytical timing model to show that our modifications do not significantly impact the cache
access time of the system. Finally, Section 3.4 focuses on one representative application of
reconfigurable caches – instruction reuse for media processing – and presents simulation
results to quantify the benefits from reconfigurable caches. Section 3.5 discusses related
work and Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter.
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Potential Applications of Reconfigurable Caches

The reconfigurable cache organization provides the ability to dynamically divide the onchip SRAM area into different partitions that can be used for different activities other than
conventional caching. Some of the possible applications for reconfigurable caches are discussed below. We specifically discuss how these applications are relevant to the domain of
media processing; however, codes from other domains can benefit from these as well.
Hardware optimizations using lookup tables or buffers.
Several hardware optimizations have been proposed that require maintaining lookup tables or buffers, where the effectiveness of the optimization improves significantly with
larger table sizes. For example, value prediction, memoization, and instruction reuse
have recently been studied to exploit redundancy in computation in the SPEC benchmarks [39, 70, 71, 107, 110, 111]. Other optimizations that require large lookup tables
or buffers include coherence prediction, memory disambiguation prediction, compressionbased branch prediction, hardware prefetching (where lookup tables are used to store information for address prediction), and dynamic optimizations triggered by performance in-
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formation collected and stored in tables at runtime. Several of these techniques have been
reported to have the capacity to perform better with larger lookup table spaces [107, 110].
The lookup tables and buffers for these optimizations could be implemented in a partition
of a reconfigurable cache instead of using other valuable chip area. Section 3.4 studies one
such technique, instruction reuse, with reconfigurable caches to address the computation
bottleneck in media processing workloads.
Software and hardware prefetched data.
Software and hardware prefetching are widely used techniques to hide memory latency.
However, if the prefetched data is fetched too far in advance, it can pollute the cache replacing other useful data or be replaced before use by a demand access, eliminating any
performance benefits. On the other hand, prefetches that occur too late do not fully hide the
latency. Therefore, prefetching techniques need to strike a careful balance when scheduling the prefetches, but are often unsuccessful in doing so. With reconfigurable caches, a
separate partition can be used to prefetch data early while avoiding the problem of cache
pollution or replacement of prefetched data. Such an application of reconfigurable caches
could be particularly useful with media processing benchmarks which often have streaming
behavior (Section 2.7).
Compiler or application controlled memory.
A partition of a reconfigurable cache could be configured as compiler or application
controlled memory. As discussed in [22], the compiler could use such memory as a scratch
area for spill code to achieve performance benefits. Alternatively, this area can be used
by system code or device drivers as a separately addressable buffer area. Such a use may
also be beneficial in ensuring real-time requirements of media applications with generalpurpose processors. Many DSP processors hardwire their on-chip SRAM to be used as
memory (as opposed to caches) to ensure predictability of memory latencies [36]. Cache
line locking (as in the Cyrix MediaGX processor [73]) or controlled cache line replacement
(as with malleable caches [21]) can provide the same functionality.
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3.2

Cache Organization

Reconfigurable caches require a cache organization that allows the on-chip SRAM cache
storage to be dynamically partitioned and reused for other processor activities requiring
storage. There are several aspects to such an organization with multiple design options and
tradeoffs. These are discussed in the rest of this section.
3.2.1

Partitioning and Addressing

The key challenge in designing a reconfigurable cache is to devise a mechanism to divide the SRAM storage into different (possibly variable-sized) partitions, and to efficiently
be able to address these partitions. In particular, the addressing scheme must efficiently
adapt to dynamic resizing of the partition sizes. Below, we first discuss a scheme based on
cache associativity that is used in the rest of this chapter. We then discuss an alternative
that does not rely on cache associativity.
Associativity-based partitioning
Our primary design exploits set-associativity in current cache organizations. To understand the design, we briefly revisit a conventional set-associative cache organization.
Figure 3.2(a) depicts the block diagram for the (conceptual) organization of a single-ported
2-way set-associative conventional cache. An N -way set associative cache is divided into

N data and tag arrays, and each of these N pairs is referred to as a way. The index part of
the input address is used to index all the ways of the data and tag array. The tag part of the
input address is sent to the comparators of all the ways to determine if there is a match with
any of the tags read from the tag array. If there is a match, a hit is signaled on the valid
output line and data from the corresponding way of the data array is sent onto the output
data lines.
The reconfigurable cache builds on the above organization in a natural way, as depicted in Figure 3.2(b). We divide the reconfigurable cache into partitions at the granu-
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larity of the ways of the conventional cache, exploiting the conceptual division into ways
already present in a conventional cache. For example, at the finest granularity, a 4-way setassociative 1MB cache can be dynamically reconfigured into 4 partitions of 256KB each,
with each way in a separate partition. At coarser granularities, a partition of such a cache
may contain two ways (for a total of 512KB organized as a two-way set-associative partition) or three ways (for a total of 768KB organized as a three-way set associative partition).
In each case, the same bits of the address field would be used as tag, index, and block offset
bits. In the 1MB cache example above, assuming 64 byte cache lines, the last 6 bits of the
address are used for the block offset, the next 12 to index each way, and the remaining for
the tag. The only changes to the conventional cache organization are as follows:
- Multiple input and output paths. A reconfigurable cache with up to N partitions must

accept N input addresses and generate N output data elements with N hit/miss signals
(one for each partition). Section 3.3 discusses a design that can achieve this without
increasing the number of cache ports.

- Cache status register. The current partitioning of the cache controls which of the N
input addresses is used to index a specific way and to perform the tag match at the
comparator of that way. Similarly, for the ways that produce data hits, the current
partitioning determines which of the

N

output data paths should get this data and

which of the N hit/miss lines should be signaled as a hit. A special hardware register
called the cache status register is therefore maintained to track the number and sizes
of the partitions and control the routing of the above signals. The cache status register
is part of the processor state and needs to be preserved across context switches similar
to any other control register.
From the processor’s viewpoint, the various partitions can be addressed either implicitly for internal hardware activities (e.g., value prediction lookup tables) or explicitly for
software-controlled use (e.g., compiler-controlled memory). The latter would require some
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ISA support to indicate the correct partition that the memory accesses need to be routed to
(e.g., an approach similar to the address space identifiers could be used).
The above set-associativity based partitioning approach has at least three advantages.
First, it requires only small changes to the current well-understood set-associative cache
organization. Second, the mechanism for addressing the cache arrays scales well with the
dynamic repartitioning of the cache. Third, this organization keeps requests for the different
partitions isolated from each other, and so does not introduce any additional contention
for the SRAM ways. However, the key drawback with this approach is that the number
and granularity of the partitions are limited by the associativity of the cache. Larger or
smaller granularity partitioning needs a higher-order associativity of the base cache which
could increase cache access time and tag storage space. An alternative organization that is
slightly more complex but does not suffer from the above drawback is discussed next.
Overlapped wide-tag partitioning
The overlapped wide-tag partitioning approach does not require a set-associative cache
organization. The dark-shaded regions in Figure 3.3(b) indicate the additional changes to
be made to the conventional direct-mapped cache organization in Figure 3.3(a). Since the
number of bits in the index and tag fields of the address vary based on the size of the
partition, the size of the tag array in the cache SRAM also needs to change dynamically
with the size of the partitions. The wide-tag organization extends the current SRAM tag
array to account for the maximum variation in the tag size with different partition sizes.
For example, for a direct-mapped 1MB cache which supports multiple partitions each of
which is at least 256KB large, the tag array would be extended by an additional two bits
to support the the maximum possible tag length required by the 256KB partitions. Though
the cache partitions can be of any size, we limit them to be powers of two to enable simpler
decoding. When the data is read from the cache, the additional logic shown in Figure 3.3(b)
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ensures that only the bits of the index and tag corresponding to the size of the particular
partition are used for the cache access. This logic can be relatively simple.
3.2.2

Maintaining Data Consistency

Reconfigurable caches need a mechanism to ensure that after reconfiguration, the data belonging to a particular processor activity resides only in the partition associated with that
particular activity. We discuss two approaches to ensure this below.
Cache scrubbing
This approach uses the partitioning information in the cache status register to ensure that
at the time of reconfiguration, appropriate data gets moved between partitions or the data
is moved from the cache to lower levels of memory. Such a cache-scrubbing approach
requires examining all the locations of the cache to check for their validity and performing suitable actions on valid data at reconfiguration. For example, for a partition transformed from a cache to another activity, valid data needs to be sent to another partition
used as cache or to lower levels of memory. Some applications such as compiler-controlled
memory may require intervention at the operating system level to ensure that data is kept
consistent. For partitions used as lookup tables for speculation, data consistency is not as
critical an issue; not initializing the data to the correct values would just result in a longer
“cold-start” period. Cache scrubbing can, in some cases, incur a high reconfiguration overhead, but can be acceptable in cases of infrequent reconfiguration such as at the start of the
application. For example, for the 128KB L1 cache with 64 byte cache lines in Section 3.4,
assuming a fully pipelined 20-cycle L2 cache and support for 12 outstanding writebacks,
the time taken to write all the 2048 cache lines to the L2 cache is less than 3500 cycles. In
practice only a smaller fraction of these 2048 cache lines will have to be written back to
the cache.
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Lazy transitioning
In some cases, more frequent reconfiguration may be desirable (due to frequent context
switches between applications or aggressive adaptive reconfiguration for the same application). For such cases, an alternate scheme is possible where data is lazily moved into
its correct partition only when it is accessed. For such a scheme, the state information
associated with a cache line needs to be augmented with information on the processor activity associated with that line. For example, for a 128KB L1 cache with four partitions, if
different activities are associated with each of the partitions, this would require about 512
bytes of extra state storage. In addition to the normal tag lookup, this technique requires
the processor activity state to also be validated before the data is considered a hit. On a
miss in the appropriate partition, other partitions need to be checked to determine if the
data is still in those partitions. This approach can reduce the high overhead associated with
moving large amounts of data at reconfiguration time and increase the data hit rates in the
partitions; however, these benefits come at the expense of increased state storage, a more
complex implementation, and possible increased contention for the SRAM partitions.
3.2.3

Reconfiguration Policy and Detection

The third issue that needs to be addressed is the policy and detection mechanism to determine when to reconfigure. Repartitioning may occur infrequently (e.g., just once at the
start of the application) or frequently (e.g., at the beginning of certain loops), depending
on the characteristics of the application and the processor activities for which the reconfigurable cache is used. The mechanism to detect when to reconfigure can be software or
hardware controlled. A software-controlled approach can expose the cache status register to the code-generator (user or compiler) which can use information about the program
behavior to invoke appropriate reconfiguration at the appropriate points in the program.
Alternately, a hardware-controlled approach could use hardware performance monitoring
support (e.g., DCPI [6]) to automatically decide when and how to change the partitions.
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Design Issue
Partitioning mechanism
Address generation for non-cache partitions
Data consistency
Repartitioning policy
Detection mechanism for reconfiguration
Reconfigurable cache level

Choices (the option used in this work is
underlined)
Overlapped wide-tag vs. Associativity-based
Hardware vs. Software generated
Cache scrubbing vs. Lazy transitioning
Frequent vs. Infrequent
Software vs. Hardware control
L1, L2, or lower levels

Table 3.1 Reconfigurable cache organization choices.
3.2.4

Reconfigurable Cache Level

The final issue with the reconfigurable cache organization is the level that is reconfigurable
in a multi-level cache hierarchy. The cache organization described above does not preclude
its application to any level. Tradeoffs in terms of the size, granularity, access time, and
usage of the partitions will determine the level to partition.
3.2.5

Options Used in This Work

Table 3.1 summarizes the various aspects of the reconfigurable cache organization and gives
the configuration we study in this chapter. Specifically, we study a hardware-addressed
associativity-based partitioning approach with software control for infrequent reconfiguration and cache scrubbing to ensure consistency of data. We apply this configuration to the
L1 cache in Section 3.4. This configuration represents a simple organization that is likely
to achieve most of the performance benefits for the applications discussed in Section 3.1.

3.3

Design and Implementation

Sections 3.3.1–3.3.3 first discuss a more detailed implementation of the reconfigurable
cache organization discussed in Section 3.2.5. Section 3.3.4 then uses a modification of the
CACTI model for a detailed timing analysis of a reconfigurable cache. Section 3.3.5 dis-
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cusses the transistor-count and energy tradeoffs with reconfigurable caches. Section 3.3.6
summarizes our results.
3.3.1

Conventional Cache Implementations

Figure 3.4 shows a typical implementation of the internal structure of a conventional
SRAM cache. The numbered shaded blocks refer to the changes needed for reconfigurable
caches and are discussed in subsequent subsections.
The key components are the data and tag arrays. The arrays consist of the storage
cells, the horizontal wordlines that enable a single row of cells, and the vertical bitlines
that transfer data from the selected cell of a column. A straightforward implementation of
the data (or tag) array would have S rows and 8BA columns of storage cells, where S is
the number of sets in the cache, B is the line size in bytes, and A is the associativity. This
implementation, however, would incur large cache access times because of the long and
unbalanced wordline and bitline delays. Instead, existing implementations divide both the
data and tag arrays into multiple subarrays, as shown in Figure 3.4. In this work, we use
the CACTI timing model [102, 127] to identify the optimal values for the dimensions of
the subarrays. Note that a row of a subarray can have cells from multiple ways of the same
set.
Other components of the cache and the various delay components that comprise the
operation of a cache (as modeled by CACTI) are as follows. A decoder for each SRAM
subarray first decodes the address (incurring a decoder delay) and selects the appropriate
subarray row by driving one wordline in the array (wordline delay); only one wordline in
each subarray can be high at a time. Each memory cell along the selected row is associated
with a pair of bitlines that is initially precharged high. When a wordline goes high, the
memory cell in that row pulls down one of its bitlines which determines the value stored
in the cell (bitline delay). If a bitline is shared between multiple columns or subarrays, a
column multiplexor is used to choose the relevant bit lines for the particular SRAM access
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Figure 3.4 Implementation of reconfigurable caches.

(column multiplexor delay). A sense amplifier is used to detect which line goes low and
determine the value in the memory cell (sense amplifier delay). For the tag array, the information read from the various ways is compared to the tag bits of the address (comparator
delay). The results of these comparisons are used to drive a valid output signal that indicates whether there is a hit or a miss (valid output driver delay). If the cache access was
a hit, in a set associative cache, the results of the comparisons also choose the correct data
from the data array (select and data output delays). Depending on the cache configuration,
the critical path could be either through the tag array or through the data array. The cache
access time is the sum of the delays on the critical path (obtained by adding the appropriate
delay components discussed above).
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3.3.2

SRAM Partitioning for Reconfigurability

As discussed above, current cache implementations already partition the cache array into
multiple subarrays. The partitioning required for reconfigurable caches can therefore naturally exploit this structure. A key difference between a conventional and reconfigurable
cache, however, is that different partitions in the latter need to be indexed by different
addresses. Therefore, the cache ways corresponding to different partitions must be implemented in physically different subarrays of the cache; i.e., there must be at least as many
subarrays as the maximum number of partitions. In comparison, in a conventional setassociative cache, for a given set, all or some of the ways of the set can potentially be
implemented within a single subarray. Thus, it may not be possible to implement a reconfigurable cache with the number and dimensions of subarrays that would have been optimal
for a conventional cache.
In general, a reconfigurable cache will require an equal or greater number of subarrays
than a non-reconfigurable cache. An increase in the number of subarrays can have the following effects: (i) if the number of subarrays is larger, the wire area and delay required
to connect them will be larger, and (ii) a larger number of subarrays results in a reduction
in the number of bits in each subarray, which means the individual subarray access times
are reduced. The increase in wiring delay with increasing numbers of subarrays tends to
balance the decreasing delay with decreasing numbers of bits per subarray. This yields a
delay curve vs. the number of subarrays that has an optimum value. For balanced designs,
the curve tends to have a fairly shallow minimum, in that configurations with similar numbers of subarrays tend to be close to the optimum. This means that a modest increase in the
number of subarrays to support reconfiguration over a design point that is optimum for a
non-reconfigurable design usually results in only a modest increase in delay.
One alternative to using a different organization of subarrays would have been to increase the number of ports on each subarray. However, additional ports can be very expensive: for example going from a single ported memory to a true dual-ported memory can
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almost double the required cache area and significantly increase its access time and power
dissipation. Thus we do not further consider the provision of reconfigurability through
additional cache ports in this work.
3.3.3

Additional Logic for Reconfigurability

Multiplexors at the address decoders. Each address decoder needs to be preceded by a
multiplexor (marked 1 in Figure 3.4) that selects the correct address to forward to a subarray, based on the current partitioning specified in the cache status register. The additional
multiplexor delay increases the total decoder delay time. Additionally, the latency of the
previous stage is increased because of the extra capacitive load imposed by the multiplexor
drain capacitances. The decoder driver also needs to be duplicated at the output of each
multiplexor.
Multiplexors at the tag comparators. Analogous to the multiplexers before the address
decoders, multiplexors need to be added before the inputs of the tag comparators to route
the tag bits from the correct input address (marked 2 in Figure 3.4). However, this typically
does not affect the critical path of the cache access as the delay for the tag bits from the
input addresses to reach the comparators is less than the delay for the tag information to
arrive from the tag subarrays.
Additional multiplexor drivers and output drivers. The reconfigurable cache needs to generate multiple hit/miss signals and send back multiple data elements to the processor (one
for each currently invoked partition). Therefore, the outputs of the comparators now need
to drive multiple multiplexor drivers and output drivers (marked 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 3.4)
corresponding to the various partitions.
Additional wiring. Additional wiring needs to be routed from the cache to the processor
for the data paths for the various partitions. This is similar to the data wires for the original
cache. It will add to the complexity of routing, and modestly increase the area, delay, and
power of the cache.
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3.3.4

Impact on Cache Access Time

We use version 2.0 of the CACTI (Cache access and cycle time) model [102]7 to study the
impact of the reconfigurable cache organization on the cache access time of the system.
The CACTI model analytically models the cache access and cycle times for cache organizations, given the cache configuration and technology parameters, and has been validated
with comparisons to SPICE simulations. To study reconfigurable caches, we modify the
CACTI timing model to reflect the changes discussed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
The CACTI release used in this thesis integrates several improvements to the timing
model used in the previous release including (i) tuned transistor widths to improve the
access time of the model, (ii) support for multiple ports and process technology scaling,
(iii) split comparators in the tag path, and (iv) variable-location output drivers to balance
the data and tag path delays. Consequently, the results in this thesis supersede the results
presented in our earlier work using a preliminary release of the CACTI simulator [98].
Table 3.2 summarizes our results for cache sizes of 128KB and 1MB for a 0.13 m
process technology (our results for other process technologies were qualitatively similar).
For each cache size, three columns are shown for associativity 2, 4, and 8 respectively.
For each set-associative configuration, the number of partitions is varied from 2 to the
maximum number of partitions allowed (equal to the associativity of the cache), in powers
of two.
Our results show that for the various cache sizes, associativities, number of partitions,
and process technologies studied, changing existing cache organizations to a reconfigurable
cache organization can increase the cache access time by anywhere between 2% to 8%. For
small numbers of partitions (2-way), reconfigurable caches usually increase the access time
of the non-configurable baseline cache by less than 2-6% (4-6% for a 128KB cache and 27 The

CACTI model assumes a physically-addressed cache with a two-region circuit model approximation;
a more aggressive model could use a virtually addressed cache with TLB support and more complex timing
models such as a four-region model [77]. However, for the first-level cache configuration we study in this
work, we do not anticipate these changes to make a qualitative difference to our results.
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base
2-part
4-part
8-part

base
2-part
4-part
8-part

128KB caches, 64B lines
8-way
4-way
2-way
ns
ns
ns
1.94 1.55
1.43 2.01 4% 1.63 5% 1.51 6%
2.05 6% 1.64 6%
2.10 8%
1MB caches, 64B lines
8-way
4-way
2-way
ns
ns
ns
4.72 3.95
3.54 4.80 2% 4.01 2% 3.64 3%
4.80 2% 4.03 2%
5.07 7%
-

The base configuration represents the conventional non-configurable system;
configurations 2-part, 4-part, and 8-part represent systems with 2, 4, and 8 partitions
respectively. gives the access time increase over a conventional non-reconfigurable
cache organization.
Table 3.2 Reconfigurable cache access times for 0.13 m technology.

3% for a 1MB cache). For larger numbers of partitions (4-way and 8-way), reconfigurable
caches suffer a relatively larger cache access time penalty, particularly for smaller cache
sizes (6-8% for the 128KB cache and 2-7% for the 1MB cache). Our results also show that
most of the impact on the cache access time stems from the additional logic for reconfigurability (Section 3.3.3). The impact of the added constraint on the number of sub-arrays
(discussed in Section 3.3.2) is felt only for reconfigurable cache organizations with larger
number of partitions.
Sensitivity to cache size. The increase in cache access time is higher for the smaller cache
sizes. As the cache size is increased, the access time increases, and consequently, the
impact of reconfigurable caches is a smaller fraction of the total access time. Also, due
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to the large number of subarrays usually required in larger caches, the change required to
support reconfiguration is reduced.
Sensitivity to number of partitions. Across all our configurations, the cache access time
increases with the number of partitions because of increased delays in driving additional
loads at the multiplexors. However, with small number of partitions, the cache access
time for reconfigurable caches is not significantly greater than that of non-reconfigurable
designs.
3.3.5

Transistor-count and Energy Tradeoffs

Transistor count. As discussed in Section 3.3.3, the changes for reconfigurable caches
require adding additional logic for reconfigurability, leading to an increase in the on-chip
SRAM transistors. Specifically, this increase consists of three components.
(i) The transistors required for the address-bit multiplexors and the added decoder
drivers. This is given by the function:

((NdwlNdbl ; 1)  DecoderDriverTransistors  AddressBits )
+((NtwlNtbl ; 1)  DecoderDriverTransistors  AddressBits )
+(AddressBits  2  NumberPartitions ).
(ii) The transistors required for the tag bit multiplexor at the tag comparator.

A  TagBits  NumberPartitions.
(iii) The transistors required for the additional mux-drivers and output-drivers.
NumberPartitions ; 1  8BA
b0  MuxDriverTransistors
NumberPartitions ; 1  BA

(
)
+(
) 8
+(NumberPartitions ; 1 )  InverterTransistors .

Ndwl  Ndbl Ntwl and Ntbl represent the cache sub-array division parameters used in the
CACTI model [127]. B ,A, and b0 represent the cache line size, the associativity, and the
bits of data read into the cache respectively. Substituting values for a representative cache
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structure (128KB 4-way associative cache with 2 partitions), these equations yield an increase of 28,553 transistors to implement the reconfigurable cache organization. Given that
a 128KB cache structure requires at least 6,291,456 transistors just to implement the onchip memory structure (assuming 6-transistor SRAM cells), even a conservative estimate
of the transistor increase for reconfigurable caches is less than 0.5% of the total transistors
currently devoted to caches.
Energy. Reconfigurable cache organizations allow the on-chip SRAM area to be divided
into multiple partitions that can be concurrently used for different applications other than
caching. Consequently, a larger fraction of the on-chip SRAM is likely to be active with
reconfigurable caches compared to conventional cache organizations, requiring greater energy dissipation. Results from studying the energy requirements of a reconfigurable cache
organization using a preliminary energy model available with CACTI validate this observation. The increased energy dissipation per access is almost directly proportional to the
number of partitions. In addition to this metric, the actual power consumed by the system is also dependent on the frequency of use of the various partitions. This frequency
metric is a function of the workload’s cache behavior and the particular application for
which we use reconfigurable cache partitions. Focusing on the average energy required for
a default cache access, our results indicate that this is not changed significantly relative to
conventional cache organizations in most cases. Again, as with our results characterizing
the impact on the access time, most of the increase in energy consumption comes from the
additional logic required for reconfigurable caches.
3.3.6

Summary

Our results show that a reconfigurable cache organization can be implemented within the
framework of a conventional SRAM cache design with a few minor changes. Our results
using an analytical model of the cache access time indicate that for small number of partitions, the reconfigurable cache organization does not incur significant additional delay over
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traditional cache structures. Larger number of partitions have the potential to increase the
cache access time, but this increase is still less than 8% with larger caches. Such an increase
may or may not affect the cycle time of the machine or the number of cycles required for
a cache access, depending on whether a conventional cache would limit the cycle time of
the microprocessor. If the access time of a conventional cache is already somewhat below the latency of the cache (in cycles) times the cycle time of the whole microprocessor,
reconfigurability could be added without negatively impacting either the machine cycle
time or the number of cycles required for a cache access. Our analysis also shows that
the extra logic to implement reconfigurability increases the cache transistor budget by less
than 0.5%. However, the greater functionality is achieved at the expense of proportionally
greater energy consumption.

3.4

Using Reconfigurable Caches for Instruction Reuse

To provide quantitative evidence of the benefits of reconfigurable caches, we focus on one
representative application of such caches. This section evaluates the performance benefits from reconfigurable caches for instruction reuse for media processing benchmarks.
Instruction reuse has been studied in detail for SPEC benchmarks [39, 70, 71, 107, 110,
111]; however, it has not been studied in detail for media processing. We anticipate that
this technique will be effective for media processing applications due to the inherent repetitiveness and incremental gradation associated with the analog data types that correspond
to media data. Furthermore, as we showed in Chapter 2, media applications are compute
bound (versus memory bound) after the insertion of software prefetching. Instruction reuse
coupled with reconfigurable caches allows us to improve computation performance using
otherwise underutilized memory system resources.
Section 3.4.1 discusses our instruction reuse implementation. Section 3.4.2 summarizes
our simulation environment, simulated system, and benchmarks. Section 3.4.4 presents the
performance results.
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3.4.1

Implementation of Instruction Reuse

Originally proposed instruction reuse buffer implementation
We use an instruction reuse buffer implementation similar to that proposed by Sodani and
Sohi [110] and later refined by Molina et al. [81]. This scheme (referred to as Sv in [110])
detects reuse based on operand values and was shown to be the best performing scheme
with large buffer sizes. In Sodani and Sohi’s study, the processor is assumed to have a
fixed-sized 12-ported reuse buffer and buffer sizes from 0.5KB to 12KB are considered.
An instruction entry in the reuse buffer stores the source and destination operand values
and part of the PC to identify the instruction. When an instruction is decoded, its source
operand values are compared with those in the instruction reuse buffer entry corresponding
to this instruction. If there is a match, the result is directly read from the buffer and the
execution stage is bypassed. (Refer Section 2.3.1 for discussion of the pipeline stages.)
The performance benefits from instruction reuse are thus achieved from reductions in the
execution stages of the pipeline; the number of instructions issued per cycle continues to
be bounded by the issue width of the processor. Load and store addresses as well as load
values are stored in the instruction reuse buffer. To ensure consistency of data, on a store,
the implementation in Sodani’s study [110] requires a fully associative lookup of the reuse
buffer for possible matching entries.
Instruction reuse buffer implementation with reconfigurable caches
When implementing an instruction reuse buffer as a partition of a reconfigurable cache,
we need to make a few changes to the above design to address (i) the limited number of
ports for the cache (4 cache ports vs. 12 ports in the instruction reuse buffer), (ii) the larger
SRAM sizes and the inability to perform associative lookups, and (iii) increased latencies
(we assume that the cache access takes 2 cycles as opposed to one cycle for a smaller dedicated instruction reuse buffer). Consequently, our implementation of the Sv scheme only
stores values for arithmetic and logical instructions and addresses for memory instructions.
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Other instruction values (including branch outcomes and load values) are not stored in the
instruction reuse buffer. This reduces the number of accesses to the instruction reuse partition. For a further reduction, on a hit in the instruction reuse buffer, we do not update
the state information for replacements. The buffer is however updated on misses. For each
instruction, we store as many entries (sets of values) as fit in the cache line (with 64-byte
cache lines, five entries can be stored and associatively checked for each instruction).
3.4.2

Simulation Framework

As in Chapter 2, we use the RSIM simulator [90] to evaluate the benefits from reconfigurable caches. Our simulated system is similar to the system studied in Chapter 2 except
that we model an eight-way issue processor and scale the number of functional units and
other structures suitably. (We don’t expect the results to change qualitatively from the 4way system we considered earlier.) We focus on a state-of-the-art out-of-order processor
model that includes support for all the aggressive optimizations discussed in the last chapter including non-blocking loads and stores, speculative execution, media ISA extensions,
memory disambiguation, and software prefetching. As before, the simulator supports the
SPARC v9 ISA and Sun’s VIS media ISA extensions. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 summarize the
parameters used for the processor and memory subsystems in this chapter.
The base cache system uses a 128KB four-way associative first-level (L1) write-back
data cache and a 1MB 4-way associative second-level (L2) write-back unified cache. The
caches are non-blocking and allow support for multiple outstanding misses. At each cache,
12 miss status holding registers (MSHRs) reserve space for outstanding cache misses and
combine a maximum of 8 multiple requests to the same cache line.
For the reconfigurable cache system, we partition the L1 data cache into two two-way
associative partitions of 64KB each. As seen from Figure 3.2, the access time for this
configuration is 1.63ns, 5% slower than a design without reconfigurability. One of the
partitions is used as a conventional data cache while the other is used as an instruction
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Processor parameters
Processor speed
Issue width
Instruction window size
Functional units
- integer arithmetic
- floating point
- address generation
- VIS multiplier
- VIS adder
Branch prediction
- bimodal agree predictor size
- return address stack size
Taken branches per cycle
Simultaneous speculated branches
Memory queue size

1 GHz
8
64
4
4
4
2
2
2K
32
1
16
32

Table 3.3 Default processor parameters for
reconfigurable cache characterization.

reuse buffer (as described in Section 3.4.1) for the entire run of all the benchmarks. (We
choose the first-level data cache, as opposed to the first-level instruction cache, to minimize
the complexity of routing the interconnects for instruction reuse. For other optimizations
such as using reconfigurable caches for branch prediction, it may be simpler to partition
the instruction caches.)
3.4.3

Applications Studied

Our benchmarks represent media processing on a variety of media data types, including
images, video, audio, and speech. They include image and video source coding workloads
as before, but also include speech and audio decoding and kernels from speech recognition
and synthesis. Table 3.5 summarizes the benchmarks we study in this chapter. A brief
description of the benchmarks is given below.
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Memory hierarchy parameters
Cache line size
64 bytes
L1 instr cache size
64KB
L1 instr cache associativity
2-way
L1 data cache size
128KB (base)
L1 data cache associativity
4-way (base)
L1 data cache request ports
4
L1 data cache hit time
2 ns
Number of L1 MSHRs
12
L2 cache size (on-chip)
1MB
L2 cache associativity
4-way
L2 request ports
1
L2 hit time (pipelined)
20 ns
Number of L2 MSHRs
12
Total contentionless memory 100 ns
latency for L2 misses
Memory interleaving
4-way
Table 3.4 Default system parameters for reconfigurable cache characterization.

Image coding (cjpeg and djpeg). The image coding benchmarks are the same as the ones
studied in Chapter 2 and use the non-progressive JPEG codec (Release 6a) available from
the Independent JPEG group. More details on the JPEG source encoding and decoding is
discussed in Section 2.1.
Video coding (mpegenc and mpegdec). The video coding benchmarks are similar to the
benchmarks studied in Chapter 2 and use the MPEG2 version 1.1 codec available from
the MPEG Software Simulation Group (MSSG). More details on the MPEG encoding and
decoding is discussed in Section 2.1.
Speech and audio decoding (speechdec and audiodec). In this study, we study the GSM
06.10 speech decoding [29] and MPEG audio decoding [92, 51] applications.
The GSM codec we used is based on the publicly-available codec developed by Jutta
Degener and Carsten Bormann at the Technische Universitat Berlin. Our benchmark
implements a regular-pulse-excitation long-term-predictor (RPE-LTP) full-rate speech
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Benchmark Description (input)
cjpeg
JPEG encoding of 1024x630 3-band image (rose16.ppm), uses VIS
and software prefetching
djpeg
JPEG decoding of 1024x630 3-band image (rose16.jpg), uses VIS
and software prefetching
mpegdec MPEG2 video decoding of video stream into YUV components
(meil6v2rec.m2v), uses VIS and software prefetching
mpegenc MPEG2 video encoding of four 352x240 frames (I-B-B-P)
(meil6v2rec.yuv), uses VIS
speechdec GSM speech decoding (clinton.pcm)
audiodec MPEG-2 audio decoding (clinton.pcm)
spchrecog Signal cepstral feature extraction in speech recognition (ex5 c1.wav)
spchsynth Natural language processing in speech synthesis (test data.in)
Table 3.5 Media processing benchmarks used for
reconfigurable cache characterization.

transcoder. The key idea is to use linear predictive coding to model the human speech
system as (1) an excitation source (larynx) that produce either a white source noise (unvoiced speech) or a train of pulses separated by a pitch period (voiced speech) and (2) a
series of acoustic filters formed by the vocal tract (mouth, nose, etc.). The encoder divides
the speech signal into short-term predictable parts, long-term predictable parts, and the remaining residual pulse. It then quantizes and encodes that pulse and parameters for the
two predictors. The decoder (the benchmark we focus on in this work) reconstructs the
speech by passing the residual pulse through the long-term prediction filter, and passes the
output through the short-term predictor. The input stream we use is clinton.pcm from
the UCLA MediaBench suite.
Our MPEG audio codec is based on version 3.9 of the MPEG-1 codec released by the
MPEG/audio software simulation group. Unlike the GSM coder, the MPEG coder gets
its compression without making assumptions about the nature of the audio source, instead
exploiting perceptual properties of the human auditory system. The MPEG encoding application passes the input audio stream through a filter bank that divides the input stream into
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multiple sub-bands. The input audio stream simultaneously passes through a psychoacoustic model that determines the signal-to-mask ratio for each sub-band. Based on these ratios,
code bits are apportioned for each of the subband signals to minimize the audibility of the
quantized noise (auditory masking). Our MPEG audio decoding benchmark interprets the
input bit stream and reconstructs the quantized sub-band values and finally transforms the
set of subband values into a time-domain audio signal. We use the Layer II algorithm for
our experiments. We use clinton.pcm from the UCLA MediaBench suite as the input
stream.
Speech recognition and synthesis (spchrecog and spchsynth).
Speech recognition [105] is the process of converting an acoustic signal captured by
microphone to a set of words which can be used as input for other applications. Speech
recognition consists of two main processes – (1) representation of the speech signal and
(2) modeling and classification of the produced representation. Our speech recognition
benchmark focuses on the former. Specifically, our benchmark is based on the RASTA program available from the International Computer Science Institute, Berkeley. This benchmark uses perceptual linear prediction to parameterize the speech input based on cepstral
co-efficients attributable to the shape of the vocal tract. We run the benchmark with the
RASTA front-end filtering technique that allows for removal of additive noise and spectral
distortion. We use the ex5 c1.wav input file from the UCLA MediaBench suite.
Speech synthesis [33] is the process of converting text to speech and consists of two
parts - (1) the natural language processing, and (2) the digital signal processing. Our speech
synthesis benchmark focuses on the former. Specifically, our benchmark is based on the
alpha version of the FreeSpeech text-to-speech program with the MBROLA British English
synthesis system released as part of the Festival project at the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland. The program goes through several stages to convert English text to phonetic
input for a synthesizer. First, input text is examined and classified into sentences made
up of individual (content or function) words. A phonetic transcription is then constructed
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based on a set of letter-to-sound rules. Once the word level transcriptions are established,
a sentence level prosodic contour is calculated. The phoneme list, a set of durations and
a set of prosodic targets are then output in a format suitable as input for the MBROLA
English synthesizer. We use the the file test data.in containing the first 13 lines of
the README file of the distribution.
All the benchmarks were modified to include a call to reconfigure the caches at the
beginning of the execution.
3.4.4

Performance Results

Figure 3.5 summarizes the results for all the benchmarks. For each benchmark, four bars
are shown representing (i) the base system with a conventional data cache (base), (ii) the
base system with a reconfigurable L1 data cache with two partitions – one for conventional
data cache and the other for instruction reuse (IR), (iii) the reconfigurable cache system with
“infinite” ports and partition size for the instruction reuse partition (IRideal), (iv) the base
conventional cache system with half the L1 cache size and associativity (L1–), i.e., with
the L1 cache available in the reconfigurable cache configuration but without the benefit of
the instruction reuse partition. The bars show execution cycles (or equivalently inverse of
the IPC) normalized to the cycles (inverse of IPC) of the base configuration. Each bar is
divided further into five components – busy cycles, functional unit (FU) stall cycles, read
hit stall cycles, read miss stall cycles, and other stall cycles (e.g., instruction cache miss
stalls). The busy and stall cycles are calculated using the following convention, similar to
that used in the previous chapter. At every cycle, the fraction of instructions retired that
cycle to the maximum retire rate is attributed to the busy time; the remaining fraction is
attributed as stall time to the first instruction that could not be retired that cycle.
Comparing the base and IR configurations, we find that a realistic implementation of
instruction reuse with reconfigurable caches achieves IPC improvements of 1.04X to 1.20X
across our applications. The benefits are on reductions in the functional unit stall and read
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Figure 3.5 Performance benefits from using
reconfigurable caches for instruction reuse.
hit stall components of the execution cycles, enabled by bypassing the execution stage due
to hits in the instruction reuse buffer.
Comparing the base and IRideal systems, the ideal instruction reuse configuration with
“infinite” resources achieves IPC improvements ranging from 1.11X to 1.60X. The differences between the IRideal configuration and the practical implementation of the instruction
reuse buffer (IR) stem mainly from increased port contention for the SRAM partitions used
for the instruction reuse buffer (all the SRAM partitions have the same number of ports
as the original SRAM cache – in our experiments, four). Enhancing the IR model with
additional filtering mechanisms (e.g., confidence based filtering [45]) may address the increased port contention and reduce the performance differences between the IR and IRideal
models. However, this may involve extra hardware support. In this work, we restrict our-
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selves to reconfigurable cache organizations with marginal changes to the processor and do
not study such aggressive implementations.
Finally, comparing the base and L1– results corroborates previous results that large
caches are not critical for media processing workloads. Across all our applications, changing the first-level cache from a 4-way 128KB cache to a 2-way 64KB cache had marginal
impact (less than 1%) on performance.

3.5

Related Work

Albonesi has concurrently proposed the use of “selective cache ways” to selectively disable parts of the data arrays of the cache to tradeoff performance for power conservation [5].
This work also proposes to use set-associativity based partitioning and addressing of the
data arrays, and cache scrubbing for data consistency when partitions are shut down. These
methods are similar to those used in our primary design. Our work, however, differs from
Albonesi’s work in several significant ways. First, in contrast to simply turning off some
partitions, our work suggests using the partitions for alternate processor activities to enhance performance. This requires a more general cache design that allows multiple address
inputs into and multiple data outputs out of the cache, requiring care to keep these multiple
paths from contending with each other. Some of our design decisions may actually increase
the power consumption in the cache arrays. Second, we perform a detailed timing analysis
with the CACTI analytical model to determine the impact of our design on cache access
time. Albonesi’s evaluation is focused on power dissipation. Third, we evaluate the performance benefits of the reconfigurable cache organization for instruction reuse [110] for
media processing. Thus, we show that cache storage can be used to improve computation
speed for media processing. Albonesi focuses on shutting off parts of the cache to save
power, and focuses on SPEC benchmarks.
Kim et al. have concurrently proposed a reconfigurable multi-function computing cache
architecture [59] that can be used both as a functional unit and as a cache. The key differ-
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ence between this approach and our reconfigurable cache structure is the granularity at
which the reconfigurability operates. Specifically, our reconfigurable cache organization
continues to use the cache transistors as higher-level SRAM storage, but allows them to
be reused for any other processor and memory-system optimization that requires SRAM
storage. In comparison, Kim et al.’s approach requires implementing the cache structure
as a two-dimensional matrix of multi-bit look-up tables connected by a global “reconfigurable multiple bus network.” Reconfigurability is achieved by reconnecting the look-up
tables internally to implement functional units like DCT and convolution. Their results
indicate that such a reconfigurable structure can achieve high performance improvements
with reasonable increases in area (10-20%) and small impact on cache access time (1%2%). However, these performance benefits are achieved with significantly more radical
changes to the cache structure and require a more complicated programming model.
The Morph project [131] proposes integrating programmable logic throughout the
memory hierarchy (processor, cache, and memory interconnection fabric) giving applications control over memory interleaving, cache organization, and caching policies. These
reconfigurable logic resources allow the system to construct and manage an adaptive
cache memory similar to our reconfigurable caches, but requires significantly more radical changes to the processor and cache design. Additionally, the key focus of the adaptive
cache optimizations in Morph deal with the movement and placement of application data
throughout the memory hierarchy. In comparison, as discussed in Section 3.1, our reconfigurable cache structure can be used with other processor optimizations as well.
Although we have focused mainly on reconfigurable cache organizations for generalpurpose processors, they are applicable to digital signal processors as well. The recently
announced Texas Instruments TMS320C62xx series of processors include support for
memory systems that can be configured as cache or memory depending on the application. Similarly, the newly announced multiprocessor DSP architecture from Bell Labs and
Lucent Technologies [16] allows the on-chip 8KB cache to be dynamically configured as
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instruction cache, data cache, or local buffer memory. Several other studies have also discussed the use of on-chip cache resources for software-controlled memory. John et al. [55]
presents some results which indicate the performance potential of using portions of the
cache as local memory, but do not address the mechanism to achieve that. Chiou et al.
discuss a “malleable cache” [21] design that uses controlled line replacement to implement software control of cache structures. The Smart Memories project [74] exploits the
inherent hierarchical design of SRAMs to implement a reconfigurable memory block that
can be configured to implement different associativities of cache organization as well as
implement scratch pad memories and local register files. As discussed in Section 3.1, reconfigurable caches can be used for these purposes as well. However, our reconfigurable
cache organization is general enough to include other applications for the SRAM arrays
including instruction reuse.
Other reconfigurable approaches like the Impulse Project [20], the Galileo project [15],
the Stream Memory Controller [78], and other studies [54, 125] also propose adaptive cache
designs to address the problem of inefficient cache usage. However, these approaches primarily focus on application-specific mechanisms to either (i) dynamically reorder memory
accesses to exploit parallelism and locality, and/or (ii) change cache organization, replacement, and cache line size policies. Along the same lines, Albonesi discusses how the
boundary between the first-level and second-level caches can be reconfigured dynamically
to better explore the tradeoffs between access time and IPC [4]. Our reconfigurable cache
approach, in comparison, addresses inefficient use of memory resources by reusing the
cache transistors for other, possibly non-memory-system-related, optimizations.
Several recent studies have examined instruction reuse. While our work is the first
to study the performance benefits from instruction reuse for media processing workloads,
the key contribution of our work is in the idea of reconfigurable caches and not instruction reuse per se. Similarly, several recent studies have proposed new architectures targeted specifically for media processing applications (e.g., [66, 104]). As opposed to such
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special-purpose architectures, the focus of our work is on designing architectures that can
adaptively reuse general-purpose features for different activities for different applications,
including media processing applications.

3.6

Summary

This chapter proposes a new cache organization called reconfigurable caches.
Reconfigurable caches provide the ability to divide the cache SRAM arrays into different partitions that can be used for different processor activities. These activities can benefit
applications that could not otherwise exploit conventional caches. Our design requires
very few modifications to conventional caches, exploiting the natural implementation of
set-associative caches today. Detailed timing analysis using a modification of the CACTI
model shows small impact on cache access time.
We suggest several applications of reconfigurable caches. To show quantitative benefits,
we choose to evaluate instruction reuse for media processing as a representative application. Instruction reuse coupled with reconfigurable caches allows us to improve computation performance using otherwise underutilized memory system resources. For a simple
design which uses one of the partitions of the reconfigurable cache for instruction reuse,
while keeping the other partition for conventional caching, we achieve IPC improvements
between 4% and 20%. Because the cache access time impact of reconfigurability is so
low (5% for the organization used in the IPC simulations) it is likely that the overall microprocessor cycle time or the number of cycles required to access the cache will not be
affected. Even if the microprocessor cycle time is increased by the cache access time increase, the net performance benefits still remain positive. Furthermore, comparisons with
a more ideal implementation indicate that more aggressive implementations of instruction
reuse can achieve higher performance benefits. Additionally, using more partitions for
other activities can further improve the performance benefits from this organization. It is
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important to note that the benefits achieved in this work were with relatively small hardware
and software changes to current general-purpose processors.
In the future, we anticipate that the paradigm of reusing on-chip storage for multiple
processor activities can facilitate a number of architectural optimizations. Chapter 6 discusses some possible future research directions for extending this work.
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Chapter 4
Database Workloads
This chapter presents a detailed simulation study of database workloads running on sharedmemory multiprocessors based on next-generation out-of-order processors.
As discussed in Chapter 1, database workloads such as online transaction processing
(OLTP) and decision-support systems (DSS) have quickly surpassed scientific and engineering workloads to become the largest market segment for multiprocessor servers.
However, this dramatic change in the target market for shared-memory servers is yet
to be fully reflected in the design of these systems. Most current system designs have
been optimized to perform well on scientific and engineering workloads. For example,
commodity processors are primarily optimized to perform well on the SPEC benchmark
suite [113], and system designs are focused on scientific and engineering benchmarks such
as STREAMS [76] and SPLASH-2 [128]. However, it is not clear if these design decisions
are suitable for emerging database workloads. The goal of this chapter is to evaluate the
effectiveness of current system features for database workloads and suggest architectural
enhancements to improve the performance of future designs.
We use detailed simulation to study both online-transaction processing (OLTP) and
decision-support systems (DSS) running on the commercial Oracle database engine (version 7.3.2). We present a thorough analysis of the benefits of techniques such as out-oforder execution and multiple issue in database applications, evaluate the tradeoffs between
memory consistency models supported on these systems, and identify simple solutions that
further optimize the performance of the more challenging OLTP workload.
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Section 4.1 describes the workloads that we study. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 discuss the
simulated architectures and simulation methodology. Sections 4.4 to 4.8 discuss the performance benefits of aggressive ILP techniques for online transaction processing and decisionsupport system workloads on shared-memory database servers. Sections 4.9 and 4.10 discuss the performance benefits from simple optimizations that can further improve the performance of the OLTP application. Section 4.11 discusses other related work relevant to
the results presented in this chapter.

4.1

Applications Studied

We use the Oracle 7.3.2 commercial database management system as our database engine. Figure 4.1 illustrates the different components of Oracle. In addition to the server
processes that execute the actual database transactions, Oracle spawns a few daemon processes that perform a variety of duties in the execution of the database engine. Two of
these daemons, the database writer and the log writer, participate directly in the execution
of transactions. The database writer daemon periodically flushes modified database blocks
that are cached in memory out to disk. The log writer daemon is responsible for writing
transaction logs to disk before it allows a server to commit a transaction.
Client processes communicate with server processes through pipes, and the various
Oracle processes (i.e., daemons and servers) communicate through a shared memory region
called the System Global Area (SGA). The SGA consists of two main regions - the block
buffer area and the metadata area. The block buffer area is used as a memory cache of
database disk blocks. The metadata area is used to keep directory information for the
block buffer, as well as for communication and synchronization between the various Oracle
processes. Additionally, all the Oracle processes also have their own private data segment
called the program global area (PGA).
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OLTP Workload

Our OLTP application is modeled after the TPC-B benchmark from the Transaction
Processing Performance Council (TPC) [121]. TPC-B models a banking database system
that keeps track of customers’ account balances, as well as balances per branch and teller.
Each transaction updates a randomly chosen account balance, which includes updating the
balance of the branch the customer belongs to and the teller from which the transaction is
submitted. It also adds an entry to the history table which keeps a record of all submitted
transactions.
The application was extensively tuned in order to maximize transaction throughput and
CPU utilization. For OLTP, we run Oracle in “dedicated mode,” in which each client process has a dedicated Oracle server process to execute database transactions. The server
process communicates with the client process through a Unix pipe. Each transaction consists of five queries followed by a commit request. To hide I/O latencies, OLTP runs are
typically scheduled with multiple server processes per processor.
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We chose to use TPC-B instead of TPC-C (the current official transaction processing
benchmark from TPC) for a variety of reasons. First, TPC-B has much simpler setup requirements than TPC-C, and therefore lends itself better for experimentation through simulation. Second, our performance monitoring experiments with TPC-B and TPC-C show
similar processor and memory system behavior, with TPC-B exhibiting somewhat worse
memory system behavior than TPC-C [9]. As a result, we expect changes in processor and
memory system features to affect both benchmarks in similar ways. Finally, it is widely
acknowledged that actual customer database applications will typically show poorer performance than TPC-C itself. Stets et al. discuss these similarities and differences between
TPC-B and TPC-C in greater detail [116].
4.1.2

DSS Workload

The DSS application is modeled after Query 6 of the TPC-D benchmark [122]. The TPCD benchmark represents the activities of a business that sells a large number of products
on a worldwide scale. It consists of several inter-related tables that keep information such
as parts and customer orders. Query 6 scans the largest table in the database to assess
the increase in revenue that would have resulted if some discounts were eliminated. The
behavior of this query is representative of other TPC-D queries [9].
Since the time this study was performed, the transaction processing council has split the
TPC-D benchmark into two separate benchmarks, TPC-R (business reporting) and TPC-H
(ad-hoc querying). This split was in response to new technology from several database
vendors to build structures that contain pre-computed query aggregates (similar to indexes)
optimized for a business reporting environment. The TPC-R benchmark represents decision
support queries in such environments. The TPC-H benchmark represents decision support
environments where users don’t know which queries will be executed against a database
system and consequently do not use auxiliary structures such as indexes and aggregates.
To the best of our knowledge, the version of the database that we used does not support
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pre-computed query aggregates. Consequently, we expect our characterization results to
most closely match the behavior of the TPC-H benchmark. (As of the date of this thesis,
TPC-H continues to be the benchmark of choice for database vendors when reporting DSS
workloads. NCR is the only vendor that has reported TPC-R results.)
For DSS, we used Oracle with the Parallel Query Optimization option, which allows
the database engine to decompose the query into multiple sub-tasks and assign each one to
an Oracle server process. The queries were parallelized to generate four server processes
per processor (16 processes in a 4-processor system).

4.2

Simulated Architecture

As before, we use the RSIM simulator [90] to simulate a hardware cache-coherent nonuniform memory access (CC-NUMA) shared-memory multiprocessor system using an
invalidation-based, four-state MESI directory coherence protocol.8 To ensure practical simulation times, we only model a system with four nodes. Each node in our simulated system
includes a processor, separate first level data and instruction caches, a unified second-level
cache, a portion of the global shared-memory and directory, and a network interface. A
split-transaction bus connects the network interface, directory controller, and the rest of the
system node. The system uses a two-dimensional wormhole-routed mesh network.
The L1 data cache is dual-ported, and uses a write-allocate, write-back policy. The
unified L2 cache is a fully pipelined, write-allocate write-back cache. In addition, all caches
are non-blocking and allow up to 8 outstanding requests to separate cache lines. At each
8 We

use different simulated architectures and simulation methodologies for the the database and media processing workloads owing to (1) the differences in the systems available for the two markets, (2) the differences
in the behavior of the two workloads, and (3) the constraints on the availability and simulation of commercial
realistic applications. Specifically, our results with database workloads study the performance of Oracle 7.3.2
database engine compiled for the Alpha ISA. The simulations use a trace-driven methodology to model multiple server processes running on a shared-memory database server, but ensure that important operating system
and I/O effects are carefully modeled. The media processing workloads use user-level execution-driven simulation to study media processing applications compiled for the SPARC ISA on uniprocessor general-purpose
systems; virtual memory and operating system effects are not modeled because they are not critical for these
workloads.
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cache, miss status holding registers (MSHRs) [61] store information about the misses and
coalesce multiple requests to the same cache line. All caches are physically addressed and
physically tagged. The virtual memory system uses a bin-hopping page mapping policy
with 8K page sizes, and includes separate 128-element fully associative data and instruction
TLBs.
Our base system models an out-of-order processor with support for multiple issue, outof-order instruction execution, non-blocking loads, and speculative execution. We use an
aggressive branch prediction scheme that consists of a hybrid pa/g branch predictor for
the conditional branches [117], a branch target buffer for the jump target branches, and a
return address stack for the call-return branches. In the event of branch mispredictions, we
do not issue any instructions from after the branch until the branch condition is resolved;
our trace-driven methodology precludes us from executing the actual instructions from the
wrong-path.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the other important parameters used in our base system. To study the effect of the individual techniques as well as the relative importance of
various performance bottlenecks, we vary many of these parameters in our experiments.
Specifically, we study both in-order and out-of-order processor models, and the effect of
instruction window size, issue width, number of outstanding misses, branch prediction,
number of functional units, and cache size on the performance.
Both the in-order and out-of-order processor models support a straightforward implementation of the Alpha consistency model [32] (hereafter referred to as release consistency
[RC] [43] for ease of notation), using the Alpha MB and WMB fence instructions to impose
ordering at synchronization points. The out-of-order processor model also supports implementations of sequential consistency (SC) [63] and processor consistency (PC) [44], and
optimized implementations for these consistency models. These are further described in
Section 4.7.
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Processor parameters
Processor speed
1 GHz
Issue width
4 (default)
Instruction window size
64 (default)
Functional units
- integer arithmetic
2
- floating point
2
- address generation
2
Branch prediction
- conditional branches
PA(4K,12,1)/g(12,12)
- jmp branches
512-entry 4-way BTB
- call-returns
32-element RAS
Simultaneous speculated branches 8
Memory queue size
32
Table 4.1 Default processor parameters for database workload characterization.

4.3

Simulation Methodology

Due to the difficulty of running a commercial-grade database engine on a user-level simulator (such as RSIM), our strategy was to use traces of the applications running on a fourprocessor AlphaServer4100, and drive the simulator with those traces. This trace-driven
simulation methodology is similar to that used by Lo et al. [72].
The traces were derived with a custom tool built using ATOM [112]. The workloads
used to generate the traces were compiled with the maximum optimizations turned on with
the Alpha compiler for an in-order Alpha 21164-based system. Only the Oracle server processes were traced since the many daemon processes have negligible CPU requirements.
However, the behavior of the daemons with respect to synchronization and I/O operations
was preserved in the traces. All blocking system calls were marked in the traces and identified as hints to the simulator to perform a context switch. The simulator uses these hints to
guide context switch decisions while internally modeling the operating system scheduler.
The simulation includes the latency of all I/O and blocking system calls. The values for
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Memory hierarchy
Cache line size
64 bytes
Number of L1 MSHRs
8
L1 data cache size (on-chip)
128 KB
L1 data cache associativity
2-way
L1 data cache request ports
2
L1 data cache hit time
1 cycle
L1 instruction cache size (on-chip) 128 KB
L1 instruction cache associativity
2-way
L1 instruction cache request ports 2
L1 instruction cache hit time
1 cycle
L2 cache size (off-chip)
8M
L2 cache associativity
4-way
L2 request ports
1
L2 hit time (pipelined)
20 cycles
Number of L2 MSHRs
8
Data TLB
128 entries, full-assos
Instruction TLB
128 entries, full-assos
Contentionless memory latencies
Memory type
Latency (in processor cycles)
Local read
100
Remote read
160-180
Cache-to-Cache read
280-310
Table 4.2 Default memory system parameters
for database workload characterization.
these latencies were determined by instrumenting the application to measure the effect of
the system calls on an Alpha multiprocessor.
The trace also includes information regarding Oracle’s higher-level synchronization
behavior. The values of the memory locations used by locks are maintained in the simulated
environment. This enables us to correctly model the synchronization between processes in
the simulated environment and avoid simulating spurious synchronization loops from the
trace-generation environment. Our results show that most of the lock accesses in OLTP
were contentionless and that the work executed by each process was relatively independent
of the order of acquisition of the locks. DSS shows negligible locking activity.
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One trace file was generated per server process in the system. The total number of
instructions simulated was approximately 200 million for both OLTP and DSS. Warmup
transients were ignored in the statistics collection for both the workloads.
Scaling and Validation
We followed the recommendations of Barroso et al. [9] in scaling our workloads to
enable tracing and simulation. Specifically, we carefully scaled down our database and
block buffer sizes while continuing to use the same number of processes per processor as
a full-sized database. We use an OLTP database with 40 branches and an SGA size over
900MB (the size of the metadata area is over 100MB). The DSS experiments use an inmemory 500MB database. The number of processes per CPU was eight for OLTP and four
for DSS. Similar configurations have been used in several other studies [7, 8, 72].
In the past, transaction processing applications were reported to be mainly I/O bound
and to have a dominant component of their execution time in the operating system. Today,
a modern database engine can tolerate I/O latencies and incurs much less operating system overhead; the operating system component for our tuned workloads (measured on the
AlphaServer4100) was less than 20% of the total execution time for the OLTP workload
and negligible for the DSS workload. Since our methodology uses user-level traces, we
do not take into account the non-negligible operating system overheads of OLTP. (Note
that, as discussed earlier, we do model the effect of the virtual memory system, the process
scheduler, and the stall times for system calls.) However, as reported in Barroso et al. [9],
the execution behavior of Digital Unix running this OLTP workload is very similar to the
user-level behavior of the application, including CPI, cache miss ratios, and contributions
of different types of misses. Therefore, we expect that the inclusion of operating system
activity would not change the manner in which our OLTP workload is affected by most of
the optimizations studied here.
Significant care was taken to ensure that the traces accurately reflect the application
behavior, and that the simulated execution reproduces the correct interleaving of execution
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and synchronization behavior of the various processes. We configured our simulator to
model a configuration similar to that of our server platform and verified that the cache behavior, locking characteristics, and speedup of the simulated system were similar to actual
measurements of the application running on our server platform. We also modeled configurations similar to those used in previous studies[9, 72] and verified our statistics with
those reported in those studies.

4.4

Performance Benefits from ILP Features

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 present our results for OLTP and DSS respectively. Part (a) of each
figure compares multiprocessor systems with in-order and out-of-order processors with
varying issue widths. Part (b) shows the impact of increasing the instruction window size
for the out-of-order processor. Part (c) shows the impact of supporting multiple outstanding misses. The bars in each graph represent the execution time normalized to that of the
leftmost bar in the graph. We factor out the idle time in all the results; the idle time is less
than 10% in most cases. We further breakdown execution time into CPU (both busy and
functional unit stalls), data (both read and write), synchronization, and instruction stall (including instruction cache and iTLB) components. Additionally, the bars on the right hand
side in parts (b) and (c) show a magnification of the read stall time corresponding to the
bars on the left hand side. The read stall time is divided into L1 hits plus miscellaneous
stalls (explained below), L2 hits, local and remote memory accesses (serviced by memory), dirty misses (i.e., cache-to-cache transfers), and data TLB misses. The base results
assume a release-consistent system, therefore there is little or no write latency. Section 4.7
discusses the performance of stricter consistency models.
We use the same methodology as before to divide the execution time into its various
stall components (discussed in Section 2.4). For memory instructions, there are extra stall
cycles that may be attributed to the instruction in addition to the time spent in the execution
stage: (i) time spent in the address generation stage that cannot be hidden due to data de-
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Impact of ILP features on OLTP performance.
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Impact of ILP features on DSS performance.
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pendence or resource contention, and (ii) pipeline restart time after a branch misprediction,
instruction cache miss, or exception when the memory instruction is at the head of the window. While these stalls are included for all memory categories, their impact is particularly
visible in the “L1+misc” component because the base L1 latency is only one cycle. Similar
conventions have been adopted by many previous studies (e.g., [2, 89, 88, 101, 106]).
Overall, our results show that the OLTP workload is characterized by a significant L2
component due to its large instruction and data footprint. In addition, there is a significant
memory component arising from frequent data communication misses. For OLTP, the local
miss rates for the first-level instruction and data caches and the second level unified cache
are 7.6%, 14.1% and 7.4% respectively. In comparison, the main footprint for the DSS
workload fits in the large L1 caches (128K), and the memory component is much smaller
relative to OLTP; DSS is more compute intensive and benefits from spatial locality on L2
misses. The local miss rates for DSS are 0.0% and 0.9% for the first-level instruction and
data caches and 23.1% for the second level cache. These observations are consistent with
those reported in previous studies [9, 72].
The results further indicate that support for multiple issue, out-of-order execution, and
multiple outstanding loads provide significant benefits for OLTP and DSS, even though
the benefits for OLTP are smaller in comparison to DSS. Most of the gains are achieved
by a configuration with four-way issue, an instruction window of 32 to 64 entries, and a
maximum of four outstanding cache misses (to unique cache lines). Interestingly, many
current processors are in fact more aggressive than this configuration. For example, the
HP-PA 8000 supports a fifty-six entry instruction window and ten outstanding misses. The
Alpha 21264 supports an eighty entry instruction window and eight outstanding misses.
4.4.1

OLTP Workload

Multiple Issue
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Going from single- to eight-way issue, in-order processors provide a 12% improvement in execution time while out-of-order processors provide a 22% improvement
(Figure 4.2(a)). The benefits from multiple issue stem primarily from a reduction in the
CPU component. Out-of-order processors allow more efficient use of the increased issue
width. However, the benefits for in-order and out-of-order processors level off at two-way
and four-way issue (respectively).
Out-of-order Execution
Comparing equivalent configurations with in-order and out-of-order processors in
Figure 4.2(a), we see that out-of-order execution achieves reductions in execution time
ranging from 13% to 24%, depending on the issue width. The combination of multiple issue and out-of-order execution interact synergistically to achieve higher performance than
the sum of the benefits from the individual features.
The performance improvements due to out-of-order execution stem from reductions
in the instruction and data stall components of execution time. The decoupling of fetch
and execute stages in out-of-order processors enables part of the instruction miss latency
to be overlapped with the execution of previous instructions in the instruction window.
Similarly, the latency of a data load operation can be overlapped with other operations
in the instruction window. In contrast, the amount of overlap in in-order processors is
fundamentally limited since these systems require the processor to stall at the first data
dependence that is detected.
Increasing the instruction window size increases the potential for overlap in out-oforder processors. As seen from Figure 4.2(b), performance improves as the instruction
window size is increased, but levels off beyond 64 entries. A large fraction of this improvement comes from the L2 cache hit component (the read stall time graph of Figure 4.2(b)).
Multiple Outstanding Misses
Figure 4.2(c) summarizes the impact of increasing the number of outstanding misses.
The various bars show the performance as the number of MSHRs is increased. For OLTP,
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supporting only two outstanding misses achieves most of the benefits. This behavior is
consistent with frequent load-to-load dependences that we have observed in OLTP.
To further understand this result, Figures 4.4(a)-(d) display MSHR occupancy distributions. The distribution is based on the total time when at least one miss is outstanding, and
plots the fraction of this time that is spent when at least n MSHRs are in use. Figures 4.4(a)
and (b) present the distributions for all misses at the first-level data and second-level unified
caches, while Figures 4.2(c) and (d) correspond to only read misses.
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Figures 4.4(c)-(d) indicate that there is not much overlap among read misses, suggesting that the performance is limited by the data-dependent nature of the computation. By
comparing Figures 4.4(a) and (b) (both read and write misses) with Figures 4.4(c)-(d) (read
misses), we observe that the primary need for multiple outstanding misses stems from
writes that are overlapped with other accesses. Overall, we observe that there is a small increase in the MSHR occupancy when going from in-order to out-of-order processors which
correlates with the decrease in the read stall times seen in Figure 4.2(c).
4.4.2

DSS Workload

Figure 4.3 summarizes the results for DSS. Overall, the improvements obtained from the
ILP features are much higher for the DSS workload than for OLTP. This results from the
compute-intensive nature of DSS that leads to little memory stall time. Clearly, the ILP
features are more effective in addressing the non-memory stall times. Going from single
issue to 8-way issue achieves a 32% reduction in execution time on in-order processors,
and a 56% reduction in execution time on out-of-order processors (Figure 4.3(a)). Out-oforder issue achieves reductions in execution time ranging from 11% to 43% depending on
the issue width. As with OLTP, there is synergy between out-of-order and multiple issue.
Performance levels off for instruction window sizes beyond 32. Figures 4.2(c) and 4.3(c)
indicate that the DSS workload can exploit a larger number of outstanding misses (4 compared to 2 in OLTP). Figures 4.5(a)-(d) indicate that this is mainly due to write overlap.
The high write overlap arises because of the relaxed memory consistency model we use
which allows the processor to proceed past write misses without blocking.

4.5
4.5.1

Limitations of the ILP Features
OLTP Workload

Although the aggressive ILP features discussed above significantly improve OLTP performance, the execution time is still dominated by various stall components, the most impor-
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tant of which are instruction misses and dirty data misses. This leads to a low IPC of 0.5
on the 4-way out-of-order processor (henceforth used as the base system).
We next determine if enhancement of any processor features can alleviate the remaining stall components. Our results are summarized in Figure 4.6. The left-most bar represents the base 4-way out-of-order configuration; subsequent bars show the effect of infinite
functional units, perfect branch prediction, and a perfect instruction cache. The last bar
represents a system with twice the instruction window size (128 elements) along with in-
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Factors limiting OLTP performance.

finite functional units and perfect branch prediction, instruction cache, and i- and d-TLBs
(Figure 4.2(b) shows the performance of the system when the instruction window size alone
is doubled).
The results clearly show that functional units are not a bottleneck. Even though OLTP
shows a cumulative branch misprediction rate of 11%, perfect branch prediction gives only
an additional 6% reduction in execution time. Frequent instruction misses prevent the
branch prediction strategy from having a larger impact. Not surprisingly, an infinite instruction cache gives the largest gain, illustrating the importance of addressing the instruction
stall time. Increasing the instruction window size on a system with infinite functional units,
perfect branch prediction, perfect instruction cache, and perfect TLB behavior (rightmost
bar in Figure 4.6) allows for more synergistic benefits. The L2 stall component is further
diminished, leaving dirty miss latencies as the dominant component. Sections 4.9 and 4.10
discusses techniques to address both the instruction stall and the dirty miss components.
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4.5.2

DSS Workload

As discussed before, the DSS workload experiences very little stall time due to its highly
compute-intensive nature and its relatively small primary working set. The IPC of the
DSS workload on our base 4-way out-of-order system is 2.2. The main limitation in this
application is the number of functional units. Increasing the number of functional units (to
16 ALUs and 16 address generation units; floating point units are not used by the workload)
results in a 12% performance improvement. For our default configuration, improving other
parameters like the branch prediction strategy used, the instruction cache size, and the TLB
sizes do not make any significant impact.

4.6

Comparison with Uniprocessor Systems

Our experiments show that uniprocessor systems achieve benefits quantitatively similar
to multiprocessors from ILP features for both DSS and OLTP. However, it is interesting to
compare the sources of stall time in uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems. Figure 4.7
presents the normalized execution times for our base 4-way uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems. For OLTP, the instruction stall time is a significantly larger component of
execution time in uniprocessors since there are no data communication misses. For both
workloads, multiprocessors bring about larger read components as expected.

4.7

Performance

Benefits

from

ILP-Enabled

Consistency

Optimizations
Features such as out-of-order scheduling and speculative execution also enable hardware optimizations that enhance the performance of memory consistency models. These
optimized implementations exploit the observation that the system must only appear to
execute memory operations according to the specified constraints of a model.
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Figure 4.7 Relative importance of components in uniprocessor
and multiprocessor systems for database workloads.

The technique of hardware prefetching from the instruction window [41] issues nonbinding prefetches for memory operations whose addresses are known, and yet are blocked
due to consistency constraints. Speculative load execution [41] increases the benefits of
prefetching by allowing the return value of the load to be consumed early, regardless of
consistency constraints. The latter technique requires hardware support for detecting violations of ordering requirements due to early consumption of values and for recovering
from such violations. Violations are detected by monitoring coherence requests and cache
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Figure 4.8 Performance benefits from ILP-enabled
consistency optimizations for database workloads.

replacements for the lines accessed by outstanding speculative loads. The recovery mechanism is similar to that used for branch mispredictions or exceptions. Both of the above
techniques are implemented in a number of commercial microprocessors (e.g., HP PA8000,
Intel Pentium Pro, and MIPS R10000).
Figure 4.8 summarizes the performance of three implementations of consistency models – a straightforward implementation, another with hardware load and store prefetching,
and a third that also uses speculative loads. The figure shows the performance of sequential
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consistency (SC), processor consistency (PC), and release consistency (RC) for each of the
implementations. Execution times are normalized to the straightforward implementation of
SC. The data stall component of execution time is further divided into read and write stall
times.
Our results show that the optimizations have a large impact on the performance of the
stricter models (SC and PC), and a relatively small impact on RC (as expected). While
prefetching alone achieves some benefits, the data-dependent nature of computation allows
for even greater benefits with speculative loads. For example, with both prefetching and
speculative loads, the execution time of SC is reduced by 26% for OLTP and by 37% for
DSS, bringing it to within 10% and 15% of the execution time of RC. In contrast, without
these optimizations, RC achieves significant reductions in execution time compared to SC
(46% for DSS and 28% for OLTP). Given that these optimizations are already included
in several commercial microprocessors, our results indicate that the choice of the hardware
consistency model may not be a key factor for out-of-order systems running database workloads (especially OLTP). In comparison, previous studies based on the same optimizations
have shown a significant performance gap (greater than 15%) between SC and RC for scientific workloads [91]. The final choice of consistency models for these systems, however,
will also depend on the impact of relaxed consistency models on compiler optimizations,
which still remains an open research question [2].

4.8

Summary of ILP Benefits

Techniques such as multiple issue, out-of-order execution, and multiple outstanding loads
provide significant benefits for both OLTP and DSS. The gains for DSS are more substantial
as compared with OLTP. OLTP has a large memory system component that is difficult to
hide due to the prevalence of dependent loads. Most of the benefits are achieved by a fourway issue processor with a window size of 32 to 64 and a maximum of four outstanding
cache misses. Furthermore, ILP features present in current state-of-the-art processors allow
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optimized implementations of memory consistency models that significantly improve the
performance of stricter consistency models (by 26-37%) for database workloads, bringing
their performance to within 10-15% of more relaxed models.
Section 4.5 showed that the instruction stall time and stall time due to read dirty misses
are two primary bottlenecks that limit the performance of our OLTP workload. The next
two sections further analyze these bottlenecks and evaluate simple solutions to address
them.

4.9

Addressing the Instruction Bottleneck

Our analysis of the instruction stall time in OLTP identifies two key trends. First, the
instruction stall time is dominated by first-level cache misses that hit in the second-level
cache. This stems from the fact that the instruction working set of OLTP is about 560KB
which fits in the large 8M second-level cache, but overwhelms the 128K first-level cache.
Second, a significant portion of the instruction references follow a streaming pattern with
successive references accessing successive locations in the address space. These characteristics suggest potential benefits from adding a simple instruction stream buffer between the
first and second level caches.
A stream buffer is a simple hardware-based prefetching mechanism that automatically
initiates prefetches to successive cache lines following a miss [56]. To avoid cache pollution
due to the prefetched lines, the hardware stores the prefetched requests in the stream buffer
until the cache uses the prefetched data. In the event of a cache miss that does not hit in
any of the entries in the stream buffer, the hardware flushes all the entries in its buffer and
initiates prefetches to the new stream.
Our results show that a simple stream buffer is very effective in reducing the effects
of instruction misses in OLTP. A 2-element instruction buffer is successful in reducing the
miss rate of the base 4-way out-of-order system by almost 64%. A 4-element stream buffer
reduces the remaining misses by an additional 10%. Beyond 4 elements, the stream buffer
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Addressing instruction misses in OLTP.

provides diminishing returns for two reasons. First, the misses targeted by the stream buffer
decrease, since streams in OLTP are typically less than 4 cache lines long. Second, additional stream buffer entries can negatively impact performance by causing extra contention
for second-level cache resources due to useless prefetches.
Figure 4.9 compares the performance of our base 4-way out-of-order system to systems including stream buffers of size 2, 4, and 8 elements. As an upper bound on the
performance achievable from this optimization, we also include results for a system with a
perfect instruction cache, and a system with a perfect instruction cache and perfect instruction TLB.
As shown in Figure 4.9, a 2- or 4-element stream buffer reduces the execution time by
16%, bringing the performance of the system to within 15% of the configuration with a
perfect icache. Most of the benefits come from increased overlap of multiple instruction
misses at the L1 cache. The improvement in performance from stream buffers is more
pronounced in uniprocessor configurations where the instruction stall time constitutes a
larger component of the total execution time. Our results for uniprocessors show that stream
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buffers of size 2 and 4 achieve reductions in execution time of 22% and 27% respectively
compared to the base 4-way out-of-order system.
Further characterization of the instruction misses indicate that a large fraction of the
remaining misses exhibit repeating sequences, though with no regular strides. Code realignment by the compiler, or a predictor that interfaces with a branch target buffer to issue
prefetches for the right path of the branch could potentially target these misses. Our preliminary evaluation of the latter scheme indicates that the benefits from such predictors are
likely to be limited by the accuracy of the path prediction logic and may not justify the
associated hardware costs, especially when a stream buffer is already used.
An alternative to using a stream buffer is to increase the size of the transfer unit between
the L1 and L2 caches. Our experiments with a 128-byte cache line size indicate that such
an architectural change can also achieve reductions in miss rates comparable to the stream
buffers. However, stream buffers have the potential to dynamically adapt to longer stream
lengths without associated increases in the access latency, and without displacing other
useful data from the cache.
We are not aware of any current system designs that include support for an instruction
stream buffer between the L1 and L2 cache levels. Our results indicate that adding such
a stream buffer can provide high performance benefits for OLTP workloads with marginal
hardware costs.

4.10

Addressing the Data Communication Miss Bottleneck

As shown in Figure 4.7(a), read dirty misses (serviced by cache-to-cache transfers) account
for 20% of the total execution time of OLTP on our base 4-way out-of-order system. In
addition, dirty misses account for almost 50% of the total misses from the L2 cache. To
better understand the behavior of these dirty misses, we performed a detailed analysis of
the sharing patterns in Oracle when running our OLTP workload. Our key observations are
summarized below.
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First, we observed that 88% of all shared write accesses and 79% of read dirty misses
are to data that exhibit a migratory sharing pattern. We use the following heuristic to
identify migratory data [25, 114]. A cache line is marked as migratory when the directory
receives a request for exclusive ownership to a line, the number of cached copies of the
line is 2, and the last writer to the line is not the requester. Because our base system uses a
relaxed memory consistency model, optimizations for dealing with migratory data such as
those suggested by Stenstrom et al. [114] will not provide any gains since the write latency
is already hidden. OLTP is characterized by fine-grain updates of meta-data and frequent
synchronization that protects such data. As a result, data structures associated with the
most actively used synchronization tend to migrate with the passing of the locks.
Second, additional characterization of the migratory misses show that they are dominated by accesses to a small subset of the total migratory data, and are generated by a small
subset of the total instructions. On our base 4-way out-of-order system, 70% of the migratory write misses refer to 3% of all cache lines exhibiting migratory behavior (about 520
cache lines), and more importantly, 75% of the total migratory references are generated by
less than 10% of all instructions that ever generate a migratory reference (about 100 unique
instructions in the code). Finally, analysis of the dynamic occurrence of these instructions
indicate that 74% of the migratory write accesses and 54% of the migratory read accesses
occur within critical sections bounded by identifiable synchronization.
The above observations suggest two possible solutions for reducing the performance
loss due to migratory dirty read misses. First, a software solution that identifies accesses
to migratory data structures can schedule prefetches to the data, enabling the latency to be
overlapped with other useful work. Support for such software-directed prefetch instructions
already exists in most current processors.
Second, a solution that identifies the end of a sequence of accesses to migratory data can
schedule a “flush” or “check-in” [47, 64] instruction or use “WriteThrough” [1, 109]
instructions to update the memory with the latest values. Subsequent read requests can then
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be serviced at memory, avoiding the extra latency associated with a cache-to-cache transfer
(for our system configuration, this can reduce the latency by almost 40%). We found that it
is important for such flush or WriteThrough operations to keep a clean copy in the cache
(i.e., not invalidate the copy) since the latency of subsequent read misses would otherwise
neutralize the gains. This requires minor support in the cache-coherence protocol since the
flush effectively generates an unsolicited “sharing writeback” message to the directory.
Given our lack of access to the Oracle source code, we could not correlate the migratory accesses to the actual data structures. Instead, we used our characterizations to identify
the instructions that are likely to generate migratory data accesses to perform a preliminary
study. Our experiments involve adding the appropriate prefetch and WriteThrough software primitives to the code around some of the key instructions.
Figure 4.10 summarizes our results. All results assume a 4-element instruction stream
buffer given the importance of this optimization. The leftmost bar represents the base 4way out-of-order system with a 4-element stream buffer. The second bar represents adding
appropriate flush primitives at the end of specific critical sections. As shown in Figure 4.10,
the flush primitive is successful in significantly reducing the impact of dirty misses on the
total execution time, achieving a 7.5% reduction in execution time. (The increase in the
local and remote components of read latency corresponds to the dirty misses that are converted to misses serviced by the memory.) As an approximate bound on this improvement,
we selectively reduced the latency of all migratory read accesses (by 40%) to reflect service
by memory; this gave a bound of 9% which is very close to the 7.5% improvement from
the flush primitive. Finally, also adding prefetching for migratory data at the beginning of
critical sections (rightmost bar) provides a cumulative reduction of 12% in execution time.
Late prefetches and contention effects due to the combination of flush and prefetch appear
to limit additional performance benefits. A realistic software solution that is aware of the
data structures which cause the migratory accesses may be able to avoid both these prob-
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lems. Such a software solution is particularly compelling given the amount of code tuning
that is currently done by database vendors to improve performance.

4.11

Related Work

Our work performs the first detailed simulation study of database workloads on sharedmemory multiprocessors based on state-of-the-art out-of-order processors. Our key contributions include providing a thorough analysis of the benefits of aggressive techniques
such as multiple issue, out-of-order execution, non-blocking loads, and speculative execution in the context of database workloads, and identifying simple optimizations that can
provide a substantial improvement in performance. Our work is also the first to study the
performance of memory consistency models in the context of database workloads.
There are a number of studies based on the performance of out-of-order processors for
non-database workloads(e.g., [42, 85, 89]). Most previous studies of databases are based
on in-order processors [9, 27, 28, 34, 75, 94, 118, 119], and therefore do not address the
benefits of more aggressive processor architectures. A number of the studies are limited to
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uniprocessor systems [27, 34, 72, 75]. As discussed in Section 4.4, data communication
misses play a more dominant role in multiprocessor executions and somewhat reduce the
relative effect of instruction stall times.
Another important distinction among the database studies is whether they are based on
monitoring existing systems [3, 13, 18, 26, 27, 28, 57, 62, 118] (typically through performance counters) or based on simulations [7, 8, 34, 72, 75, 82, 94, 106, 119, 120]; one study
uses a combination of both techniques [9]. Monitoring studies have the advantage of using
larger scale versions of the workloads and allowing for a larger number of experiments
to be run. However, monitoring studies are often limited by the configuration parameters
of the system and the types of events that can be measured by the monitoring tools. For
our own study, we found the flexibility of simulations invaluable for considering numerous design points and isolating the effects of different design decisions. Nevertheless, we
found monitoring extremely important for tuning, scaling, and tracing our workloads and
for verifying the results of our simulations.
The following describes the database studies based on out-of-order processors in more
detail. Keeton et al. [57] present a monitoring study of the behavior of an OLTP workload (modeled after TPC-C) on top of Informix, using the performance counters on a quad
Pentium Pro system. Similar to our study, this paper shows that out-of-order execution
can achieve performance benefits on OLTP. Our work differs because we study several
processor configurations of varying aggressiveness through detailed simulations. This enables us to quantitatively isolate the performance benefits from various ILP techniques as
well as evaluate solutions to the various performance bottlenecks. We also evaluate the
performance of DSS in addition to OLTP. We also study the tradeoffs between memory
consistency models for database workloads on out-of-order processors.
Rosenblum et al. [106] present a simulation study that focuses on the impact of architectural trends on operating system performance using three workloads, one of which is
TPC-B on Sybase. The study considers both uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems, with
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the multiprocessor study limited to in-order processors. The TPC-B workload used in this
study is not representative because it exhibits large kernel and idle components primarily
due to the lack of sufficient server processes. The paper does however make the observation that the decoupling of the fetch and execute units allows for some overlap of the
instruction stall time in the uniprocessor system. Lo et al. [72] examine the performance of
OLTP and DSS on a simultaneous multithreaded (SMT) uniprocessor system with support
for multiple hardware contexts using the same simulation methodology as our study. Even
though the SMT functionality is added on top of an aggressive out-of-order processor, the
study primarily focuses on the effects of SMT as opposed to the underlying mechanisms in
the base processor.
Following our work, a number of other papers have also studied database workloads
in the context of out-of-order processors. Barroso et al. [8] discuss the performance benefits from chip-level integration on the performance of OLTP workloads. Another study
by Barroso et al. [7] builds on our results on the performance benefits from aggressive ILP techniques to propose a new scalable architecture for OLTP and DSS workloads
based on single-chip multiprocessing. Both these studies use a simulator that models both
user-level and system code; however, their results comparing in-order and out-of-order
processor models are very similar to those obtained in our work validating our assumptions to model only user-level code (discussed in Section 4.3). Other recent commercial
publications([13], [26], [62], and [82]) also present some data on the performance of OLTP
workloads on current state-of-the-art processors.
Ailamaki et al. [3] use performance counters to study four commercial database systems running simple queries used in DSS workloads (range-selection and join) on systems
using a Pentium Xeon processor. Their overall results are qualitatively similar for all the
four commercial database systems and show benefits comparable to those in our work for
aggressive ILP techniques. However, in contrast to our results for TPC-D, their detailed
division of execution time indicates a large fraction of stall time spent on instruction cache
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misses for their kernels. While the study does not discuss this in greater detail, the deeper
pipeline in the Pentium Xeon system as well as the division of time methodology used
with the performance monitoring counters could explain this discrepancy. Cao et al. characterize the TPC-D benchmark suite on a 4-way Pentium Pro server running commercial
DBMS. Similar to our results, this study shows TPC-D queries having a relatively low CPI
and negligible kernel time. Their results also show instruction fetch and L2 data cache
misses as the major stall components [18]. Trancoso et al. also study DSS workloads. This
study presents performance improvements from cache-aware query optimizers for a simple
database query benchmark [120]. Bradford et al. [14] use RSIM to present an analysis of
aggressive ILP techniques on several data mining workloads; their results are qualitatively
similar to those presented in our work.
We are not aware of any work other than the original stream buffer work by Jouppi [56]
that has studied the effect of stream buffers to alleviate the instruction miss bottleneck.
This may partly be due to the fact that the standard SPEC, SPLASH, and STREAM benchmark suites do not stress the instruction cache significantly. Our evaluation differs from
Jouppi’s [56] in two key respects. First, we evaluate the impact of the stream buffer optimization on the execution time of a complex commercially-used database engine. Second,
we perform our evaluation in the context of an aggressive out-of-order processor model
that already includes support to hide part of the instruction stall latencies and show that the
stream buffer can still provide a benefit.
Primitives similar to the “flush” primitive that we use in Section 4.10 have been proposed and studied by a number of other groups (e.g., [47, 64, 109]). Our “flush” primitive
is most closely related to the “WriteThrough” primitive used by Abdel-Shafi et al. [1].
That study also showed that the combination of prefetching and “WriteThrough” could
be used to achieve better performance improvements than using either of them alone (in
the context of scientific applications). Following our work, two other recent studies discuss the performance benefits from prefetching and flushes for OLTP workloads. Friendly
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et al. [37] discuss the performance benefits from prefetching for OLTP workloads. Iyer
et al. [53] identify location-sharing and migratory data to be the main contributors to the
shared-access patterns in OLTP workloads.
Our study is based on systems with conventional cache hierarchies. A number of processors from Hewlett-Packard have opted for extremely large off-chip first level instruction
and data caches (e.g., HP PA-8200 with up to 2MByte separate first level instruction and
data caches), which may be targeting the large footprints in database workloads. These
very large first level caches make the use of out-of-order execution techniques critical for
tolerating the correspondingly longer cache access times.
Finally, our study evaluates the benefits of exploiting intra-thread parallelism in
database workloads. Two previous studies have focused on exploiting inter-thread parallelism through the use of multithreaded processors [34, 72]. This approach depends on
the fact that database workloads are already inherently parallel (either in the form of threads
or processes) for hiding I/O latency. These studies show that multithreading can provide
substantial gains, with simultaneous multithreading (SMT) [72] providing higher gains (as
high as three times improvement for OLTP). Our study shows that DSS can benefit significantly from intra-thread parallelism (2.6 times improvement). The incremental gains
from the addition of SMT are less significant in comparison [72]. Intra-thread parallelism
is not as beneficial for OLTP (1.5 times improvement) due to the data dependent nature
of the workload. In this case, SMT is more effective in hiding the high memory overheads. Other recent studies [126, 8, 7] have also discussed other approaches to improve
OLTP performance such as larger on-chip caches, greater system level integration, and
chip-multiprocessing.

4.12

Summary

In this chapter, we examined the performance of database workloads on shared-memory
servers with state-of-the-art processors. We use detailed simulation to study both online-
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transaction processing (OLTP) and decision-support systems (DSS) running on the commercial Oracle database engine (version 7.3.2).
Our results show that current ILP-centric architectures are also very effective for
database workloads. The combination of out-of-order execution and multiple instruction
issue is effective in improving the performance of all our database workloads, providing
factors of 1.5 and 2.6 performance gains over an in-order single issue processor for OLTP
and DSS. Our results also show that speculative techniques that may be easily added to aggressive out-of-order processors are extremely beneficial for multiprocessor systems that
support a stricter memory consistency model. For example, the execution time of a sequentially consistent system can be improved by 26% and 37% for OLTP and DSS workloads,
bringing it to within 10-15% of more relaxed systems. Given that these techniques have
been adopted in several commercial microprocessors, the choice of the hardware consistency model for a system does not seem to be a dominant factor for database workloads,
especially for OLTP. The choice of consistency model for these systems only depends on
the impact of relaxed consistency models on compiler optimizations and programming language support for relaxed consistency models.
The more challenging online transaction processing workloads exhibit radically different behavior compared to scientific/engineering applications. The key performancelimiting characteristics of these workloads are (i) large instruction footprints (leading to
instruction cache misses) and (ii) frequent data communication (leading to cache-to-cache
misses in the shared-memory system). We show that both these inefficiencies could be addressed with simple cost-effective optimizations. Stream buffers help alleviate instruction
misses (approaching a perfect instruction cache within 15%). A combination of prefetching and producer-initiated communication directives address the communication misses.
To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any current database server that includes
all these optimizations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
As computing demands have increased over the past few years, the workloads on generalpurpose systems have also changed dramatically, with a greater emphasis on applications
such as media processing and databases. However, in spite of the growing awareness of the
importance of these workloads, prior to our work, there existed very little quantitative understanding of their behavior on general-purpose systems. Consequently, a number of fundamental questions still remained unanswered for these emerging workloads. Specifically,
how effective are current processor and memory system features, designed in response
to scientific and engineering workloads? What are the key performance bottlenecks that
future system designs need to focus on for emerging workloads? How can we redesign architectures to achieve the higher performance requirements of future systems running these
emerging workloads?
The goal of this dissertation was to address some of these questions. We studied several
benchmarks representative of emerging media processing and database workloads identified through collaboration and consultation with application developers. Using a detailed
simulator, RSIM, developed as part of this work, we characterized the performance of these
workloads on state-of-the-art general-purpose systems and used the insights of this analysis
to improve the performance of these systems. Our key high-level contributions include:
(i) providing the first detailed quantitative simulation-based studies of the performance
of these workloads on systems using state-of-the-art processors
ii) proposing and evaluating cost-effective architectural solutions targeted at achieving
the high performance requirements of future systems running these workloads.
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The results from this dissertation can be organized into four parts discussed below.

5.1

Performance Characterization of Media Processing Workloads

The first part of our dissertation performed a detailed simulation study of several representative image and video applications to quantify the effectiveness of both processor and
memory-system features found in state-of-the-art general-purpose processors.
Our results show that ILP-centric architectures are effective for media processing workloads. Conventional ILP features in current processors, including multiple issue and out-oforder execution, provide a factor of 2.3X to 4.2X performance improvement. Contrary to
previous qualitative perceptions of these workloads [31], out-of-order execution is helpful
in improving the performance of these workloads as well. Additionally, memory stall time
is not an important bottleneck for all our benchmarks on the base ILP-based system.
The Sun VIS media ISA extensions directly target the compute bottleneck in the benchmarks and provide an additional 1.1X to 4.2X performance improvement. The benefits
from the media ISA extensions are achieved with a much smaller increase in the die area
compared to the ILP features. Our analysis also identifies several key limitations with the
media ISA extensions (e.g., variable length data types, sequential and control-dependent
code, VIS overhead) that can potentially be addressed to achieve higher performance benefits. With the improvements to the compute time due to VIS, the compute-memory balance
shifts, with most of our image processing benchmarks now becoming memory bound.
The memory behavior of the media processing benchmarks is characterized by large
working sets and streaming data accesses. Increasing the cache size has no impact on 8 of
the benchmarks. The remaining benchmarks require relatively large cache sizes (dependent
on the display sizes) to exploit data reuse, but derive less than 10 to 20% performance
benefits even with the larger caches. Our results thus indicate that current trends towards
large on-chip caches are likely to be ineffective for media processing workloads.
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Software prefetching provides 1.4X to 2.5X performance improvement in the image
processing benchmarks where memory is a significant problem. With the addition of software prefetching, the compute-memory balance of our benchmarks shifts again, with all
our benchmarks reverting to being compute-bound.

5.2

Improving the Performance of Media Processing Workloads

The second part of our dissertation builds on the insights from the first part to design new architectures for improving the performance of media processing workloads. Specifically, we
observe that while large on-chip caches are ineffective for most compute-intensive media
workloads, a large fraction of on-chip transistors are currently devoted to caches because
of their effectiveness for other classes of workloads.
We therefore propose a new cache organization, called reconfigurable caches, that allows flexibility in the use of on-chip transistors. Specifically, reconfigurable caches provide
the ability to divide the cache SRAM arrays into different partitions that can be used for
different processor activities. These activities can benefit applications that could not otherwise use conventional caches (e.g., instruction memoization, application-controlled memory, and prefetching buffers). Our design requires very few modifications to conventional
caches, exploiting the natural implementation of set-associative caches today. Detailed timing analysis using a modification of the CACTI model shows small impact on cache access
time.
We suggest several applications of reconfigurable caches. To show quantitative benefits,
we choose to evaluate instruction reuse for media processing as a representative application. Instruction reuse coupled with reconfigurable caches allows us to improve computation performance using otherwise underutilized memory system resources. We find IPC
performance benefits of between 4% and 20% from a reconfigurable cache with two partitions, one used for conventional caching and the other for instruction reuse. It is important
to note that the benefits achieved in this work were with relatively small hardware and
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software changes to current general-purpose processors. Furthermore, comparisons with
a more ideal implementation indicate that more aggressive implementations of instruction
reuse can achieve higher performance benefits. Additionally, using more partitions for
other activities can further improve the performance benefits from this organization. In
the future, we believe that this paradigm of reusing on-chip storage for multiple processor
activities can facilitate a number of other architectural optimizations.

5.3

Performance Characterization of Database Workloads

The next part of the dissertation examines the performance of database workloads on
shared-memory servers with state-of-the-art processors. We use detailed simulation to
study both online-transaction processing (OLTP) and decision-support systems (DSS) running on the commercial Oracle database engine (version 7.3.2).
Our results show that current ILP-centric architectures are also very effective for
database workloads. Among database applications, online transaction processing (OLTP)
workloads present the more demanding set of requirements for system designers. While
DSS workloads are somewhat reminiscent of scientific/engineering applications in their
behavior, OLTP workloads exhibit dramatically different behavior due to large instruction
footprints and frequent data communication misses which often lead to cache-to-cache
transfers. Our results reflect these characteristics, with our DSS workload achieving a 2.6
times improvement from out-of-order execution and multiple issue, and our OLTP workload achieving a more modest 1.5 times improvement.
We also found that speculative techniques that may be easily added to aggressive out-oforder processors are extremely beneficial for multiprocessor systems that support a stricter
memory consistency model. For example, the execution time of a sequentially consistent
system can be improved by 26% and 37% for OLTP and DSS workloads, bringing it to
within 10-15% of more relaxed systems. Given that these techniques have been adopted in
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several commercial microprocessors, the choice of the hardware consistency model for a
system does not seem to be a dominant factor for database workloads, especially for OLTP.

5.4

Improving the Performance of Database Workloads

The last part of the dissertation examines methods to improve the performance of more
challenging OLTP workload. The key performance-limiting characteristics of these workloads are (i) large instruction footprints (leading to instruction cache misses) and (ii) frequent data communication (leading to cache-to-cache misses in the shared-memory system). We showed that both these inefficiencies could be addressed with simple costeffective optimizations. Stream buffers help alleviate instruction misses (approaching a
perfect instruction cache within 15%). A combination of prefetching and producer-initiated
communication directives address the communication misses. To the best of our knowledge, neither of these architectural techniques are implemented in current database servers.
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Chapter 6
Future Work
This chapter presents a brief overview of promising areas of future research that relate to
the research addressed in this dissertation.

6.1

Extending and Exploiting Reconfigurability

This dissertation proposed the concept of a reconfigurable cache that allows the large onchip transistor area devoted to caches to be flexibly used in different ways for different
workloads. As discussed in Section 3.1, this includes look-up tables for optimizations
like instruction reuse, value prediction, branch prediction, coherence prediction, memory
address disambiguation, address prediction (for optimizations like hardware prefetching),
and performance monitoring as well as flexibly-defined SRAM storage for memory-related
optimizations like hardware and software prefetching or application-controlled memory. In
addition, this paradigm of reusing on-chip storage for multiple processor activities has the
potential to facilitate a number of different new optimizations. Some interesting areas of
research are listed below.
More aggressive reconfiguration. The benefits from reconfigurable caches can be further increased by aggressively using the cache partitions for multiple processor activities. Such a more general organization would require support for more frequent dynamic reconfiguration, discussed qualitatively in Chapter 3. Potential implementation
challenges that need to be addressed include the heuristics for determining the size of
the partitions allocated to each processor activity and the frequency of repartitioning.
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A thorough exploration of the design space for such aggressive implementations will
be valuable in understanding the performance potential of reconfigurable caches.
Real-time quality of service guarantees with reconfigurable caches. Media applications typically place great emphasis on the perceived quality of the output and consequently require predictable real-time quality-of-service guarantees from the system.
However, several features that enhance the performance of current general-purpose
processors (e.g., caching, speculative execution) do not allow such guarantees. It
would be interesting to evaluate the possibility of developing systems that provide
the functionality of these general-purpose features without compromising real-time
predictability. For example, using parts of a reconfigurable cache for applicationcontrolled memory can ensure deterministic latencies for key memory accesses, allowing a simple way to address unpredictability due to caching.
Integrating reconfigurable logic and reconfigurable caches. Reconfigurable caches
implement flexibility in the use of memory, but using high-speed custom hardware;
other approaches to reconfigurability (e.g., FPGA) use programmable logic to implement application-specific functions in hardware, but at the expense of slower circuit
speeds and more complex synthesis techniques for programming. Recent advances
in programmable logic suggest a possible future processor design with limited inclusion of programmable logic, co-existing with reconfigurable caches. Integrating
reconfigurability in logic (current programmable logic) and memory (our proposed
reconfigurable cache) is a very interesting open area of research, especially in the
context of multi-granularity reconfigurability at both the logic and memory levels.

6.2

Other Optimizations for Emerging Applications
Compiler and programming language support for media applications. As discussed
earlier, currently, we are not aware of any compilers that can automatically generate
code enhanced for media ISA extensions from application C code. Our methodol-
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ogy in Section 2 summarizes the heuristics we used to enhance our workloads with
VIS. It would be interesting to study the effectiveness of translating these heuristics
into a compiler framework. Additional programming language directives may also
be required to facilitate the compiling of media applications (e.g., packed data type
specifications).
Increased system support for emerging applications. Our results in Chapters 2 and 4
demonstrate a number of interesting trends about the effectiveness of current architectural features. These trends open up the possibility for several of a number of
interesting hardware/software optimizations. For example, these could include hardware support for new special-purpose instructions (e.g., bit-level arithmetic), support
for unaligned accesses to the register file, support for MDMX-style large accumulators, etc. Similarly, there are a number of software optimizations like cache-aware
algorithm restructuring (for media processing) and the better use of prefetching/flush
hints and code restructuring (for database applications).

6.3

Other Emerging Applications and Appliances

This dissertation also focuses only on a representative subset of emerging applications restricted to media processing and database workloads. Some other recent emerging applications (e.g., wireless communication) have similar high computational requirements and
may motivate the need for new architectural substrates. Similarly, this dissertation focuses
only on general-purpose systems in PCs and servers (though all the ideas are applicable to
other classes of systems as well). As discussed in Chapter 1, in addition to the dramatic
changes in computing workloads, computing appliances have also moved beyond conventional PCs and servers to several new appliances (e.g., video cell phones, pocket computers,
webTVs). In addition to execution time, many of these emerging appliances place greater
emphasis on other metrics like power consumption, cost, and reliability. Developing archi-
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tectures that achieve the constraints in these additional metrics along with high performance
is likely to pose several exciting challenges.
In addition to higher compute requirements and greater emphasis on non-conventional
performance metrics, emerging technologies that allow more transistors and greater on-chip
system integration (e.g., memory, reconfigurable logic) allow for the possibility of newer
architecture designs. These trends open up a number of fundamental research areas in computer architecture that are both intellectually satisfying and have high commercial value at
all levels of the computing continuum (client, communication, and server). This dissertation focuses on a subset of these problems, namely architectures for desktop processors for
media processing and processor and system design for database servers. However, there is
still a lot of room for research. Our hope is that the ideas, insights and methodologies in
this dissertation will help future developments in the area.
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